COMINT SUB ESTIMATE FOR 30 JUNE

EAST OF 26°W:

TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3800 1600 X 2115 2115 FROM DF 292392 X
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3800 1615 X ABOUT SEVENTEEN BETWEEN DAY OF
BISCAY AND 20°W X

WEST OF 26°W:

ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND GENERAL AREA BETWEEN VIVIN ROCKS AND PLEMIISH
CAP X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WESTWARD AREA 2400 2115 X ONE PREVIOUSLY
ESTIMATED OFF PANAMA MAY NOW BE HOMEBOUND X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X
2900 3615 X ABOUT 1100S BETWEEN 2500 AND 3000 WEST X THREE PATROLLING
FROM RECENT IPS X 5800 3500 X 5330 3700 X 4630 2830 X ANOTHER HOMEBOUND
4615 2615 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 0630 4800 X ANOTHER UNLOCATED
EASTERN CARIBBEAN POSSIBLY ARUBA–CURAÇAO AREA X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-8-73
JUN 7 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26\degree:

THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 1630 1700 X 2400 2000 X UNLOCATED BETWEEN CAPE VERDE ISLANDS AND CAPE PALMAS X ABOUT EIGHTEEN IN BISCAY AREA X

WEST OF 26\degree:

ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 1400 1430 FROM CONTACT 281340Z X ONE HOMEBOUND 1430 2130 FROM DF 290140Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW GENERAL AREA 0930 1430 X ONE ESTIMATED VICINITY VIRGIN ROCKS PROBABLY HOMEBOUND POSSIBLY 1402 1750 BY CONTACT 280551Z X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5700 3500 X 5430 3730 X 4630 2730 X TWO UNLOCATED CARIBBEAN X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND NOT WELL FIXED X 3030 3730 X 09308 2900 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 28 JUNE 1944

EAST OF 26°:

TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3500 1800 X 2200 2000 X ABOUT 15 BETWEEN BISCAY
PORTS AND 20W X

WEST OF 26°:

ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 1330 1600 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT BFS X
1600 2630 X 5200 3600 X 5130 1140 X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200X/23 X ONE
PROBABLY HOMEBOUND AREA 1530 5200 X ONE HOMEBOUND 1630 3030 FROM BF 2901/97 X
ONE ESTIMATED LEAVING SH AREA 1100 1400 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-5-72

JUN 8 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/44

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26°N:
Two estimated homeward X 1400 1800 X 2000 2000 X about 16 between Biscay PORTS AND 20° X

WEST OF 26°N:
Three patrolling from recent BPS X 1400 2600 X 2000 2000 X area 3000 3200 X
One U-boat estimate 1200/72 X one 1400 2000 X poor DP 270562 X one
Estimated moving in within 100 miles 1200 1300 X DP 2622162 X one estimated
area 1400 1700 moving west to SW X no fresh information other areas X

DISTINCT WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 8-3-72
JUN 1974
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 26 JUNE 1944.

EAST OF 26°:
TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 1800 1930 3230 1915 X ABOUT 13 IN BISGAY
AREA X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND ABOUT 300 MILES SOUTH TO SOUTHWEST OF
FRISTOWN X

WEST OF 26°:
POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW ABOUT 100 MILES SOUTH OF PLEMISH CAP X THREE
PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5930 3130 5400 3160 4730 2730 X
TWO UNLOCATED IN CARIBBEAN POSSIBLY ARUBA-CURACAO AND PANAMA-JAMAICA
AREAS RESPECTIVELY X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES EAST
OF FERNANDO NORONHA X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 3600 3900 X
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 1600 3500 X ONE UNLOCATED SOUTH OF NOVA
SCOTIA X POSSIBLY ONE GENERAL AREA 1500 4000 FROM ATTACK 210256 X
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/26 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 25 JUNE 1944.

EAST OF 26°:
THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREAS X 3100 2000 ALTERNATIVELY 4200 3130 X
1600 1930 X 0500 1500 X ABOUT 12 IN BISCAY AREA X

WEST OF 26°:
POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SOUTHWEST VICINITY FLEMISH CAP X ONE UNFIXED SOUTH
OF NOVA SCOTIA X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5800 3030 X 5530
2930 X 4730 3130 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 4600 3800 X TWO UN-
LOCATED CARIBBEAN OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY ARUBA-CURACAO AREA FROM ATTACK
312331 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE
12002/25 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMINCH U-BOAT ESTIMATE 24 JUNE 1943

EAST OF 26N:  ABOUT TWELVE BISCAI AREA X

WEST OF 26N:  ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 3930 4000 X
TWO UNLOCATED CARIBBEAN OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY MONA PASSAGE
FROM ATTACK 240510Z X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X
4730 3130 X 5530 2930 X 5800 3030 X POSSIBLY ONE MOVING
SW ABOUT 150 MILES NE OF FLEMISH CAP X NO FRESH
INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X ENEMY UBOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/24 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

REGRADEN Unclassified

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/44
COME INCE U-BOAT ESTIMATE 23 JUNE

EAST OF 26°:

TWO ESTIMATED HOMeward x 2700 2000 x 1200 1930x ABOUT
FOURTEEN HIBICAY AREA X

WEST OF 26°:

ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200x/23 x ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW
AREA 1430 3930 x ONE UNLOCATED SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X
ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 1430 1300 ALTERNATIVELY
ABOUT 150 MILES TO EASTWARD FROM SIGHTING 212100Z X
ONE APPARENTLY MOVING NE AREA 14800 14200 FROM SIGHTING
212140Z x TWO UNLOCATED CARIBBEAN POSSIBLY ARUBA-CURACAO
AND PANAMA AREAS RESPECTIVELY x THREE PATROLLING FROM
RECENT DFS X 14800 3230 POSSIBLY MOVING SOMEWHAT TO
SOUTHWARD x 5530 3330 x 5730 2930 x NO FRESH
INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMDIV SUB ESTIMATE FOR 22 JUNE

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 2500 2000 X 1930 1900 X ABOUT FIFTEEN DAY OF
BISCAI AREA X

WEST OF 26W:
THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 1900 3200 X 5230 3430 X 2630 2730 X
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH TO SW 1230 1230 FROM DFS 220348Z X NO FRESH
INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
COMHIGH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 21 JUNE

EAST OF 26W
TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 2300 2000 X 1000 1730 X ABOUT SIXTEEN IN BAY OF BISCAY AREA X ONE HOMEBOUND WITHIN 75 MILES 1500 2100 X

WEST OF 26W
THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5630 2700 X 5600 2400 X 4930 2230 X OF WHICH LATTER TWO PROBABLY MOVING SOUTHWARD X ONE SOUTHBOUND X 4400 4930 FROM DF 210812 X ONE UNFIXED SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X ONE HOMEBOUND LOCALITY 4330 4730 BY DF 210812 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE OR SOUTH AREA 5100 3800 X TWO UNLOCATED CARIBBEAN OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY IN PANAMA AREA AND OTHER ARUBA-CURACAO AREA X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSS Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR NO JUNE 1944

EAST OF 26°:
ONE ESTIMATED HOBBY UND 2100 2000 X ABOUT 14 IN BISCAY AREA X
ONE HOBBY UND 2330 FROM DF 200207X X

WEST OF 26°:
POSSIBLY ONE SOUTHBOUND AREA 1330 1000 X ONE ESTIMATED HOBBY UND AREA
1330 5200 X ONE UNFIXED SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA POSSIBLY AREA 1300 6500
FROM SIGHTING 1912 02X X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DES X 5630 3430 X 5130
3230 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW OR SOUTH AREA 5230 3530 X ENEMY U/BOAT
ESTIMATE 12004/20 X NO FRESH INFORMATION CARIBBEAN AREA

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 0-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12355, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 19 JUNE 1944

EAST OF 26°
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 1900 2000 X ABOUT 15 IN BISCAY AREA X

WEST OF 26°
POSSIBLY ONE SOUTHBOUND AREA 5000 6000 X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT BFS X
5630 3100 X 5100 3430 X SHERRY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 12002/19 X NO FRESH INFORMATION
OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 8-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 18 JUNE 1944

EAST OF 26°W

ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 1700 2030 X

ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X ABOUT 1/4 EAST OF 10W X

WEST OF 26°W

ONE 1709 2656 BY ATTACK 171424Z X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 4230 5600 X

ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/13 X ONE UNLOCATED WESTERN CARIBBEAN POSSIBLY PANAMA AREA X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5800 3130 X 5130 3630 X

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH TO SW WITHIN 150 MILES 5500 3000 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SABLE ISLAND TO CAPE SABLE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X

ONE PREVIOUSLY UNLOCATED OFF TRINIDAD POSSIBLY 1210 6328 BY ATTACK 180430Z MOVING WESTWARD X ONE SOUTHBOUND AREA 0930 3230 FROM DF 180232Z X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-7

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:

One estimated homebound east of Cape Verde Islands X about 15 in Biscay area X one estimated homebound general area south to southwest of Freetown from very poor DVS between 170012 and 170150 X one estimated patrolling Gulf of Guinea X

WEST OF 26W:

Three patrolling from recent DVS X 5730 2930 5200 3800 X 4730 2700 X one estimated homebound 4230 5800 from recent DVS X another entirely unlocated possibly patrolling general area south of Nova Scotia X Enemy U-boat estimate 1200Z/17 X one estimated southbound general area 5700 2700 from poor DVS 170228 X no fresh information other areas X

Destroy when necessary information has been obtained.

Declasified
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
Jun 6 1974

Regraded Unclassified
COMING! SUB ESTIMATE FOR 16 JUNE 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 1300 2130 X ABOUT 22 IN BISCAY AREA X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200z/16 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X
1730 2800 X 5300 3700 X 5730 2900 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
COMINCH U-BOAT ESTIMATE 15 JUNE 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE HOMEBOUND ABOUT 300 MILES SOUTH TO SE OF CAPE VERDE ISLANDS X ABOUT TWENTY-ONE BISCAY AREA X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200X/15 X ONE UNLOCATED BETWEEN BANANQUILLA AND CUMACAO POSSIBLY MOVING WESTWARD X POSSIBLY ONE SOUTHBOUND 0800S 2600 FROM RADAR CONTACT 140500Z X TWO UNLOCATED SOUTH OF NOVA SOUTIA ONE OF WHICH MAY BE STARTING HOMeward X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DPS X 4730 3030 X 5330 3730 X 5700 3000 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
NAVAL MESSAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRAFTER</th>
<th>EXTENSION NUMBER</th>
<th>ADDRESSEES</th>
<th>PRECEDENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FROM COMSOPAC</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTU 11.1.1</td>
<td>URGENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELEASED BY

DATE

TOR CODEROOM

DECODED BY

PARAPHRASED BY

ROUTED BY

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED THIS DISPATCH WILL BE TRANSMITTED WITH DEFERRED PRECEDENCE ANJ AS ADMINISTRATIVE.

15/043 NCR 7163

ORIGINATION FILL IN DATE AND TIME:

ON OUTGOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT

(FORMOPAC SENDS ACTION CTU 11.1.1 INFO CINCWS PAC
COMINCH CINC PAC COM 7TH FLT AIROPS EMIRAU
COM 5 ADVON COMAIRNORSOLS COMGEN 13TH AF.)

FOLLOWING FROM CINC PAC "AT 1255K JUNE 14 AIRCRAFT
SIGHTED 5 SUBMARINES ON THE SURFACE AT 03-35 N

149-45 E. DESPITE AIRCRAFT CIRCLING FOR 30 MINUTES
THESE SUBS FAILED TO DIVE AND MADE NO EFFORT TO
IDENTIFY THEMSELVES. THE SUBS WERE DIRTY BROWN IN
COLOR. 2 MORE SUBS SUBMERGED JUST SOUTH OF THIS
POSITION. COM 3RD FLT'S OP PLAN 11-44 MODIFIED AS
FOLLOWS ON NIGHT OF 15 AND 16 JUNE YOU ARE AUTHORIZED
FOR 4 DESTROYERS ONLY TO EXTEND AREA OF OPERATIONS
TO 94-30 N DURING DARKNESS. CONTINUE TO RETIRE SOUTH
OF 92-60 N DURING DAYLIGHT. FRIENDLY LIFEGUARD
SUBMARINE OPERATING IN AREA NORTH OF YOUR SOUTHERN
BOUNDARY OF WHICH IS 95-30 N LATITUDE.

1 COPY TO OP200

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREDS.)

OPNAV-NCR-15

DECLASSIFIED

OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

REGRAD ED Unclassified

DECLAS SIFIED

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
COMING U-BOAT ESTIMATE 14 JUNE 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ABOUT TWENTY EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF N.V.A. SCOTIA ONE OF WHICH MAY BE STARTING HOMeward X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4800 3300 X 5600 3800 X 5800 3100 X ONE LAST FIXED OFF CURACAO LIKELY TO MOVE WESTWARD ALONG COAST TOWARD PANAMA X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200X/1h X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

DECLASSIFIED
GRD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/64
NAVAL MESSAGE

DRATED
FROM 13TH AIR TASK FORCE
RELEASED BY
DATE 14 JUNE 1944
TOR CODEDOM 1249
DECODED BY McPHERSON
PARAPHRASED BY DIEBEL/REA
ROUTED BY

EXTENSION NUMBER
PRECEDENCE

ADDRESSEES
ASTERISK (*) MAILGRAM ADDRESSEE
FOR ACTION
COM 7TH FLEET
COM 5TH FLEET
COM 3RD FLEET
ALL INTERESTED IN CURRENT OPERATIONS SOWESPAC
COMSUBPAC

INFORMATION

NAVY DEPARTMENT

OF ACTION

U S S N C R 6347

ORIGINAL ALL IN DATE AND TIME;

DATE
TIME

ACTION

COM 7TH FLT (ACTION ADEE) REENCYPHERS 13TH AIR TASK FORCE'S 141832 ACTION COM 5TH FLT COM 3RD FLT ALL INTERESTED IN CURRENT OPERATIONS SOUTHWEST PACIFIC. ORIGINAL INFO ADEE COMSUBPAC.

"AT 1255K JUNE 14 AIRCRAFT SIGHTED 5 SUBMARINES ON THE SURFACE AT 13-35 N 149-45 E. DESPITE AIRCRAFT CIRCLING FOR 30 MINUTES THESE SUBS FAILED TO DIVE AND MADE NO EFFORT TO IDENTIFY THEMSELVES. THE SUBS WERE DIRTY BROWN IN COLOR 2 MORE SUBMARINES SUBMERGED JUST SOUTH OF THIS POSITION".

DELIVERED TO 20-G.

*R E C E I V E D AS 141123

RECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-8-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W

ABOUT TWENTY-THREE TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W

ONE UNLOCATED GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED
POSSIBLY OFF TRINIDAD X POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW WITHIN 600 MILES SOUTH OF AZORES X
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE AREA 1130 3100 X ONE SOUTH OF CAPE SABLE BY ATTACK
130630Z X ONE UNLOCATED ARUJA-CURACAO AREA POSSIBLY MOVING WESTWARD ALONG
COAST X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5800 3300 X 5500 3600 X 4700
3200 X JAP ESTIMATED AREA 1045 3230 PROBABLY MOVING NW X NO FRESH
INFORMATION FROM SOUTH ATTEMPTED X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-5-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM
COLOMBO

RELEASED BY

DATE 12 JUNE 1944

TOR CODEROOM 1833/12

DECODED BY BOWMAN

PARAPHRASED BY SILVER/ROBERTS

ROUTED BY HUTCHINSON

ADDRESSSES
CNO
DN1

PRIORITY RARRARR
ROUTINE DEFERRED

INFORMATION

PRECEDENCE 1

FOR ACTION

PRIORITIES

PRIO
R
TO
RE
DE

121150
NCR 4966

ORIGINATOR FILL IN DATE AND TIME:

DATE

TIME

ACTION

(For CNO)(For DN1)

(GOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT)

ADEN

THREE GERMANS EAST COAST AFRICA ONE OF WHICH MAY BE AT GULF APPROACHES. ONE PATROLLING DIEGO GARCIA MALDIVES AREA FROM PERPETUALLY OF SS HELEN MOLLER BRITISH SUNK AT 2345Z JUNE 6 POSIT 14-28 SOUTH 74-45 EAST. 43 SURVIVORS LANDED COLOMBO YESTERDAY 31 UNACCOUNTED FOR. SS PETER SYLVESTER ARRIVED SAFE COLOMBO TODAY REPORTS ATTACK JUNE 17TH AT 02-20 SOUTH 74-46 EAST PROBABLY BY SAME SUB.

16...ACT

COMINCH...FX37...26G...CNO...SRR...NAV...IDE...BADO...

DECLASSIFIED

OSD Letter, 5-6-72

JUN 5 1974

DECORATED

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101

By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26N:
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 3200 2600 X ABOUT TWENTY-ONE TO AND FROM
FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26N X

WEST OF 26N:
JAP AREA 2000 3200 FROM RECENT DFS PROBABLY MOVING NW X THESE PATROLLING
FROM RECENT DFS X 4700 3100 X 5500 3100 X 5700 3300 X NO FRESH
INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
EAST OF 26W:
POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW ABOUT 300 MILES SOUTH OF SANTA MARIA X ONE HOME-
BOUND ESTIMATED AREA 0300 2500 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X TWO ESTIMATED
PATROLLING GULF OF GUINEA X ABOUT 20 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN
BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 1700 3100 X 5500 3400 X 5800 3600 X
ONE OFF CURACAO FROM ATTACK 110700 PREVIOUSLY UNLOCATED CENTRAL CARIB-
BEAN X ONE SOUTHBOUND 14236 1953 BY CONTACT AND ATTACKS BEGINNING 110635Z
AND FROM DFS 101531 AND 110136 X TWO UNLOCATED SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X
NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/94
COMING SUBESTIMATE FOR 10 JUNE 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE NOT WELL FIXED ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 3400 2330 X ABOUT 20 TO
AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/10 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X
L800 3000 X 5400 3200 X 5800 3500 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

[Stamp: JUN 6 1974]

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH TO SW ABOUT 200 MILES SE OF SAN MIGUEL X
ABOUT 19 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W

WEST OF 26W:

ONE UNLOCATED CENTRAL CARIBBEAN PROBABLY MOVING SW X NORTHBOUND JAP
ESTIMATED AREA 0700 2800 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND GENERAL AREA 4430
3800 POSSIBLY FARTHER ALONG X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4800
2900 X 5400 3200 X 5700 3400 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND ABOUT 200 MILES
SOUTHEAST TO EAST OF ST PAUL ROCKS X TWO UNLOCATED WITHIN 300 MILES
SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/09 X POSSIBLY ONE
MOVING SW AREA 1500 5230 ALTERNATIVELY CONSIDERABLY TO THE SOUTHEAST
MOVING INTO SOUTH ATLANTIC X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE AREA 1900 3400 X
TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 4700 2600 X 4500 2900 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH TO SW GENERAL AREA 3630 2145 ALTHOUGH NOT
WELL FIXED X ABOUT 20 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY
AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED WESTBOUND POSSIBLY 3925 6312 BY ATTACK 071552Z X
ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 2030 1800 REMAINS UNLOCATED AND
MAY BE CONSIDERABLY TO SE MOVING INTO SOUTH ATLANTIC X ONE ESTIMATED
SOUTHBOUND AREA 1600 3700 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4700 3000 X
5300 3000 X 5700 3100 X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/08 X ONE UNLOCATED
SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND ABOUT 200 MILES SE ST
PAUL ROCKS X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW GENERAL AREA 1600 7000 X ONE ES-
TIMATED MOVING SE AREA 2100 3430 X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 4630 2830 X
4400 3230 X NORTHBOUND JAP ESTIMATED AREA 0530 2645 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

SECRET

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING U-BOAT ESTIMATE 7 JUNE, 1944.

TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 3900 1530 X ABOUT TEN EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA OF AZORES NOW CONSIDERED TO BE MOVING SW AREA 3800 2100 X

ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/07 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WEST TO SW AREA 4000 5830 POSSIBLY FARTHER ALONG X TWO HOMEBOUND X 4600 3030 FROM DF 070418Z X 4400 3500 FROM DF 070405Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 1730 6900 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE AREA 2300 3500 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND ABOUT 250 MILES EAST FERNANDO NORONHA X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA POSSIBLY 4134 6422 BY ATTACK ABOUT 061650Z X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 4730 3600 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4700 3030 X 5300 2700 APPARENTLY MOVING SLOWLY WESTWARD X 5700 3000 X POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW AREA 2030 4800 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X NORTHBOUND JAP ESTIMATED AREA 0400 2600 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/44.
COMING U-BOAT ESTIMATE 6 JUNE, 1944

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND GENERAL AREA 3800 1600 POSSIBLY CONTACTED
BY BOGUE AIRCRAFT 052146Z X ABOUT THREE EN ROUTE TO AND FROM
FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/06 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING
GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND
1900 3500 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW IN SOUTH MONA PASSAGE FROM
TORPEDOING OF PILLORY 051810Z X AND ATTACK 060550Z X ONE ESTIMATED
MOVING SE AREA 2500 3530 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 0530S 2830 X
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WEST TO SOUTHWEST 4030 5615 NOT RECENTLY
LOCATED POSSIBLY FARTHER ALONG X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X
1330 3130 X 1451 3800 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X
1600 3300 X 5300 2600 APPARENTLY MOVING SLOWLY TO WESTWARD X
5700 3000 X POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW GENERAL AREA 2130 4600 X
NORTHBOUND JAP WITHIN 150 MILES 0200W 2500W FROM POOR DF
052346Z X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-5-72
JUN 6 1974

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26\(\text{W}\):

TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 3630 1700 X ABOUT TWO TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26\(\text{W}\) X

WEST OF 26\(\text{W}\):

ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 5030 3600 FROM DF 0615172 X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 4045 5430 POSSIBLY FARTHER ALONG X

ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND GENERAL AREA 2630 3600 X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED MAY BE MOVING SW GENERAL AREA 2230 4430 X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 4430 4125 X 4300 3600 X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 1700 3400 X

5300 3000 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X ONE ESTIMATED VICINITY MONA PASSAGE MOVING INTO CARIBBEAN X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 0630 2900 FROM CONTACT 0615172 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
EAST OF 26\textdegree :

ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW OR SOUTH 33-30 18-30 X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA
35-00 18-00 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 21-30 19-30 X ONE IN TRANSIT
FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26\textdegree X

WEST OF 26\textdegree :

ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 42-30 35-30 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X
57-30 31-00 X 52-00 23-00 X 47-00 33-00 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING
SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED MAYBE MOVING SW AREA 23-30
42-30 X ONE HOMEBOUND 41-00 44-00 FROM DF 01,0600 X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND
41-1.5 52-00 POSSIBLY UP TO 300 MILES FARTHER ALONG TRACK X ONE WITHIN
100 MILES 51-00 34-00 MAYBE PATROLLING X ONE APPROACHING MONA PASSAGE
FROM NORTHEAST X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
EAST OF 26W:
ONE HOMEBOUND ESTIMATED APPROXIMATELY 2230 1930 X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND ABOUT 100 MILES WEST TO NW MADEIRA X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 3500 1500 X ABOUT ONE MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH POSTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE PROBABLY MOVING SW 5030 3100 FROM DF 030227Z X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X ONE ABOUT 100 MILES NORTH OF PUERTO RICO PROBABLY HEADING FOR MONA PASSAGE FROM ATTACK 021420Z X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/03 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4800 3100 X AREA 5500 2900 X AREA 5800 3100 X TWO HOMEBOUND X 4130 3730 X 4500 4300 POSSIBLY FARHER TO WESTWARD X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 4130 5000 POSSIBLY UP TO 300 MILES FARHER ALONG TRACK X ONE ENTIRELY UNLOCATED MAY BE MOVING SW AREA 2130 4030 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 02 JUNE 1944

EAST OF 26º:
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 3600 1730 X THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3230 1900 X 3030 1930 X 2030 1930 X ABOUT ONE MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26º X

WEST OF 26º:
THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING X 4730 3100 FROM DFS 012302 AND 021228 X AREA 5530 3000 FROM POOR DFS 012327 AND 021249 X ABOUT 5900 M BETWEEN 3000 AND 3500º X ONE UNLOCATED SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA X ONE PREVIOUSLY UNLOCATED MOVING SW MAY HAVE BEEN SIGHTED 2035 6432 AT 021405 Z PROBABLY HEADING FOR NOVA PASSAGE X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 3130 3730 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 11008 3130 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 5280 3230 FROM DF 020312 X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 4130 4000 X GENERAL AREA 4400 4600 X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND GENERAL AREA 4250 4800 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X POSSIBLY ONE SOUTHBOUND 01412 26º3 BY SIGHTING 020600 X POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW AREA 2530 3830 ALTERNATIVELY SOUTHBOUND OFF AFRICAN COAST X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200º/02 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 8-3-74
JUN 8-1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

REGR D UNCLASSIFIED
OCEANIC SUB ESTIMATE FOR 01 JUNE 1944

EAST OF 26W:
THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3100 1930 X 2900 1930 X 1830 1930 X
ABOUT 2 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 37°5' 161.5 X

WEST OF 26W:
THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREAS X 5900 3100 X 5500 2800 X
4700 3100 FROM RECENT DFS X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 4000 4200 X
ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING SOUTH OF NOVA SCOTIA NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z 01 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND ABOUT 300 X
MILES SOUTH TO SE VIRGIN ROCKS FROM POOR DFS 0105222 0105112 X
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 5330 3130 X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND X
AREA 4200 1400 X ONE MAY BE MOVING SW AREA 2730 5730 ALTHOUGH NOT X
RECENTLY FIXED X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/1/1944

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3900 1530 X 2800 2530 PROBABLY SUNK X
THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 1630 1930 X 2700 1930 X 2900 1930 X
ABOUT 2 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4930 3100 X AREA 5900 3100 X ONE
ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 3845 4430 X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED MAY BE
MOVING SW GENERAL AREA 2900 5500 X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 12002/31 X
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF FLEMISH CAP FROM DF
3105352 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 5500 3000 FROM DF 3015062 X
ANOTHER MAY BE WITHIN 150 MILES TO HE OF LATTER POSIT X ONE ESTIMATED
WESTBOUND GENERAL AREA 4200 6600 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING SOUTH
OF NOVA SCOTIA X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X
EAST OF 26°:

One estimated moving SW 1400 1500 X. One estimated moving SE not well fixed. Probably moving into South Atlantic 1000 2600 X.

Possibly one moving SW 3000 2500 X although probably sunk by attack 252000 X.

Three estimated homebound X 2700 1930 X 2500 1930 X 1130 1930 X about three en route to and from French bases between Bay of Biscay and 26° X.

WEST OF 26°:

One estimated patrolling south to SW of Sable Island X.

One estimated westbound area 14230 14200 X. One not well fixed may be moving SW general area 3000 5500 X. One probably homebound about 150 miles SW of Flemish Cap from very poor DF 300609Z X.

Two patrolling from recent DFS X 1400 3100 X 5800 2800 X. One estimated homebound 3730 14630 X. One estimated southbound 3630 3915 X. Other areas quiet X.

Enemy U-boat estimate 1200Z/30 X.

Destroy after necessary.

Information has been obtained.
COMINCH U-BOAT ESTIMATE 29 MAY 1944

EAST OF 26W: TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 2500 1930 X 2300 1930 X ONE
ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTHWEST 3100 2300 FROM CONTACT 290140 X
ABOUT THREE EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY
OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W: THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4200 6100 X 5100 3000 X
5900 2700 X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 4300 4000 X ONE
NOT RECENTLY LOCATED MAY BE MOVING SW GENERAL AREA 3130 5300 X
TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3645 4815X GENERAL AREA 4500 4600 X
ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 3800 3930 X NO FRESH
INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/29 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-77
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET
Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26°:
ONE MOVING SW OR SOUTH 30-00 23-30 FROM CONTACT 280130 X
ABOUT THREE BETWEEN DAY OF DESCAY AND 26° TO AND FROM FRENCH FORCES X

WEST OF 26°:
POTENTIALLY ONE MOVING SW AREA 30-30 53-30 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X ONE
ESTIMATED GENERAL AREA VINGU ROSES POSSIBLY HOMEBOUND X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND
50-00 10-00 X ONE HOMEBOUND 17-30X 35-30W FROM DP 27230X X ONE HOMEBOUND
36-00 50-00 FROM DP 280059 X ONE 61-30 61-30 FROM DP 280239 X ONE
ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 30-00 37-30X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X
53-00 30-00X 53-00 39-00X 10-00 21-00 PROBABLY HOMEBOUND X NO
FRENCH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN UNNECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
EAST OF 26N:
TWO HOMEBOUND OFF CAPE BLANCO X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 3300 1900 X
ABOUT THREE TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26N X

WEST OF 26N:
ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 3500 5100 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 4215 3930 X
THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 2700 X 5300 3100 X 4800 2900 X
POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES 3400 5000 ALTHOUGH NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X
ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 4300 3500 X TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA
IN EASTERN AND WESTERN SECTORS RESPECTIVELY X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
**NAVAL MESSAGE**

**ROM**

**CINCPAC**

**RELEASED BY**

**26 MAY 44**

**DATE**

**261011**

**TOR CODE ROOM**

**BAKER**

**DECODED BY**

**JOHNSON/IMRIE**

**FOR ACTION**

**COMILCH COMMESSEAFRON**

**PRECEDENCE**

**PRIORITY**

**DEFERRED**

**OFC**

26/426

NCR 1599

**ACTION**

**F-0**

**27**

**F-01**

**28**

**F-02**

**29**

**F-05**

**30**

**F-07**

**31**

**F-1**

**32**

**F-2**

**33**

**F-20**

**34**

**F-3**

**35**

**F-30**

**36**

**F-31**

**37**

**F-32**

**38**

**F-33**

**39**

**F-34**

**40**

**F-4**

**41**

**FX01**

**42**

**FX04**

**43**

**FX07**

**44**

**FX40**

**45**

**FX50**

**46**

**FX57**

**47**

**GRCO**

**48**

**GRCO**

**49**

**GRCO**

**50**

**GRCO**

**51**

**GRCO**

**52**

**ORIGINATOR**

**FILL IN DATE AND TIME:**

**DATE**

26/426

**TIME**

NCR 1599

**GCT**

20

**ACTION**

**F-0**

22

**F-01**

23

**F-02**

24

**F-05**

25

**F-07**

26

**F-1**

27

**F-2**

28

**F-20**

29

**F-3**

30

**F-30**

31

**F-31**

32

**F-32**

33

**F-33**

34

**F-34**

35

**F-4**

36

**FX01**

37

**FX04**

38

**FX07**

39

**FX40**

40

**FX50**

41

**FX57**

42

**GRCO**

43

**GRCO**

44

**GRCO**

45

**GRCO**

46

**GRCO**

47

**GRCO**

48

**GRCO**

49

**GRCO**

50

**GRCO**

51

**GRCO**

52

**FROM CINCPAC ACTION TO COMILCH COMMESSEAFRON.**

SALMON ENROUTE SAN FRANCISCO FROM PEARL 24 MAY REPORTED SIGHTING ENEMY SUBMARINE PERISCOPE. ALTHOUGH NOT CONFIRMED BY FURTHER SEARCHES WHICH STILL CONTINUE BELIEVE REPORTED CONTACT POSSIBLE.
OCEANIC SUB-ESTIMATE FOR 26 MAY 1944

EAST OF 26W: TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SE ABOUT 300 MILES SOUTH OF CAPE VERDE ISLANDS X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3h30 1800 X 3100 2600
POSSIBLY FARTHER TO THE EASTWARD SOUTHBOUND X TWO HOMEBOUND ABOUT 300 MILES NW OF DAKAR X ABOUT FIVE MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W: ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 3930 5200 REMAINS UNLOCATED AND MAY BE FARTHER TO THE SOUTHWARD MOVING SW X ONE GENERAL AREA 5200 3100 FROM ATTACK 2515062 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 1330 3830 X
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATED 1200Z/26 X ONE WITHIN 150 MILES 3500 5200 FROM RECENT DFS HOMEBOUND X TWO UNLOCATED IN EASTERN AND WESTERN SECTORS RESPECTIVELY OF CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X ONE PATROLLING AREA 1800 3100
FROM RECENT DFS X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 1300 3300 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
**Message:**

**Date:** 26 May 1944

**From:** COM 3RD FLEET

**To:** COMAIRSOPAC, USH HOGATT BAY, CONGEN MUNCH, IROKINA, SAMOA, CONGEN GREEN, CNB FUNAFUTI, CONGEN ENRAU, COMDESRON 47

**Subject:**

COM 3RD FLEET SENDS, ACTION COMAIRSOPAC INFO TO COMAIRSOL, COMAIR MUNDA, ALL TFC SOPAC, CONGEN FWD AREA, CONGENS 2ND, 3RD, 4TH, 5TH AND 6TH ISCONS, COMENS ENRAU, GREEN, IROKINA, SAMOA, CNB FUNAFUTI, COMDESRON 47, CTC 30-3, COM 7TH FLEET, CINCPAC, COMINCH, HOGATT BAY (CVE-75). CONGEN 1ST ISCOM AND CO TONGA HAVE ANOTHER WAY.

NO INFO SINCE 23RD ON JAP SUBS NORTH OF MUSSAU. SOPAC ENEMY SUBMARINE ESTIMATE @9991 MAY 27. POSSIBLY 1 VICINITY 15-0° S 174-0° E FROM SIGHTING BY MV MORNING 26TH.

1 COPY CP-23C

---

**Declassified:**

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4

By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

---

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26°

About six moving to and from French ports between Bay of Biscay and 26° X

Two estimated moving SW X 3130 2h00 possibly farther to the eastward moving south X 3515 1730 X

WEST OF 26°

One vicinity 5200 3400 by DF 2514062 probably reporting only 237 X one

Homeward estimated general area 3400 5330 X two unlocated Canadian coastal area X three patrolling from recent DFs X 1900 3300 X 5400 2600 X 5900 3000 X

Every U-boat estimated 1200 X 25 X two estimated westbound X 4300 3100 X 3930 5200 X one estimated southbound 4500 3730 X no fresh information

Other areas X

Destroy when necessary information has been obtained

Declasified
OSD Letter 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

Regraded Unclassified

SECRET
EAST OF 26W:

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3700 1700 X 3230 2200 X ONE MAY BE SOUTH-
BOUND OFF CAPE BIANCO ALTHOUGH NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X ABOUT 5 TO AND
FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X TWO ESTIMATED HOME-
BOUND ABOUT 200 MILES SW OF DAKAR X

WEST OF 26W:

NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE MY 231520Z X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/24 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
CSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 8 1974

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
(COMM 3RD FLT SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC INFO COMAIRSOLS COMAIR MUNDA ALL TASKFORCOMS SOPAC COMGEN FORWARD AREA COMGENS EMIRAU GREEN TOROKINA SAMOA COMNAVBASE FUNAFUTI COMDESRON 47 CONCORDIVS 39 40 CTG 30.3 COMINTFLT CINCPAC COMINCH COMGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH ISLAND COMMANDS. GO TONGA FIRST ISLAND COMMAND HAVE INFO ANOTHER WAY.)

THIS IS 0900 L H MAY 23 SOPAC ENEMY SUBMARINE ESTIMATE SIGHTING 22ND AND REPORTED SINKING OF SUB 23RD INDICATES PROBABLE PATROL SEVERAL JAP SUBS WITHIN 100 MILES OF 01 NORTH 149-30 EAST.

COPY TO 2FO

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 23 MAY 1944.

EAST OF 26\(^\circ\):

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3830 1600 X 3300 2030 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTH-BOUND 2200 2030 NOT WELL FIXED X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 1100 2000 X ABOUT 8 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26\(^\circ\) W X

WEST OF 26\(^\circ\):

ONE PATROLLING VIRGIN ROCKS TO FLEMSH CAF X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 4030 4700 X ONE SE OF HALIFAX FROM RECENT CONTACTS X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200z/23 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 3130 5730 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4800 3300 X 5300 3000 X 5900 2900 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974
COMINCH U-BOAT ESTIMATE 22 MAY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3430 1930 X 1400 1500 FROM DF 220408Z X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 2400 2100 NOT WELL FIXED X ABOUT SEVEN EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE PATROLLING OFF HALIFAX FROM CONTACT 211618Z X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND GENERAL AREA 4100 4500 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 5000 3430 X ONE MOVING SE 1430 3300 FROM CONTACT 220720Z X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 3000 5930 X ONE PATROLLING BETWEEN FLEMISH CAP AND VIRGIN ROCKS X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4800 3200 X 5200 2900 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 5600 2600 WITH ANOTHER POSSIBLY PATROLLING TO THE NW OF LATER POSIT X
NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/22 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

Regraded Unclassified
COMMON U-BOAT ESTIMATE 21 MAY, 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
Above six en route to and from French bases between Bay of Biscay and 26W. One may be southbound area 2530 2100 X. One estimated moving SW X 3600 1900 X.

WEST OF 26W:
Enemy U-boat estimate 2200Z/21 X. Two Canadian coastal area of which one possibly northeast of Virgin Rocks from 200-300Z and contact 20200Z X. One estimated homeward within 150 miles 2930 6100 X. Two patrolling from recent DFs X 5500 6100 X 4800 3200 X. No fresh information in other areas X.

DESTRUCTION AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED X.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94.
**WEEKLY SUB SUMMARY**

JAP OFF SOUTHWEST COAST INDIA 15 MAY POSSIBLY MOVING TOWARDS PENANG. DOUBTFUL ASDIC CONTACT 20 N 87 E 16TH MAY.

POSSIBLE GERMANS SOUTH OF CEYLON. DF BEARINGS ALSO INDICATE GERMANS IN AREA. 600 MILES SOUTHEAST OF MADAGASCAR.

---

*COMINCH...ACT*

16...20G...FX37...BA0...CNO...HAWAII...*
THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND BETWEEN CAPE PALMAS AND 0700 1700 X
ONE MAY BE SOUTHBOUND AREA 2700 2100 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING
SOUTHWEST X 3730 1800 X ABOUT ¼ EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH
BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200A/20 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND
AREA 5300 3200 X TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA ONE
OF WHICH MAY BE PATROLLING SOUTH OF HALIFAX X ONE PREVIOUSLY
ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 1500 4300 MY 181523 REFERED REPLOTTED
TO AREA WAST OF CAPE VERDE ISLANDS FROM DF 192157Z X
TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4800 3200 X 5700 2800 X
ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 4200 4000 X ONE ESTIMATED
HOMEBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES OF 2900 6230 X NO FRESH
INFORMATION FROM OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD LETTER, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 19 MAY 1944

EAST OF 26°N
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 3900 1730 X POSSIBLY ONE SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES WEST OF TENERIFE ALTHOUGH NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X ABOUT SIX MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26°X

WEST OF 26°N
LATTER TWO APPEAR TO BE MOVING SOUTHWARD X THREE BY DFS X 5400 2500 X 5500 3100 X 5730 2900 X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200%/19 X ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 2900 6100 X NO CONTACT 1900/15% X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM: COM3RDFLT
RELEASED BY:
DATE: 19 MAY 44
TOR CODEROOM: 191329
DECODER: SCHMICK
PARAPHRASED BY: JOHNSON/IMRIE

FOR ACTION
INFORMATION

COMAIRSOPAC
COMINCH

ADDRESSER: COMAIRSOPAC
PRECEDENCE: DEFERRED

ADDRESSER: COMINCH
PRECEDENCE: DEFERRED

IF OPERATIONAL CHECK BELOW
OPERATION: Funch

ORIGINAL: FILL IN DATE AND TIME:
DATE: 190605
TIME: NCR 6264

ON OUTGOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT

*COM 3RD FLEET SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC. INFO COMAIRSOPAC
SOLS COMAIR MUNDA COMGEN FORWARD AREA ALL TASKFORCMS
SOPAC COMGEN SECOND THIRD FOURTH FIFTH SIXTH ISLAND
COMMANDS COMGENS EMIRAU TOROKINA SAMOA GREEN COMNAVBASE
FUNAFUTI COMDESRON 47 COMCORTDIV 39 CTG 30.3,
COMTHFLT CINCPAC COMINCH, COMGEN FIRST ISLAND
CO TONGA HAVE INFO ANOTHER WAY. 

SOPAC ESTIMATE 0900 L MAY 20.
DOUBTFUL JAP SUB EAST OF BUKA.
1 RABaul AREA MAY BE NORTHBOUND.
PROBABLY 1 BOUND SOUTHWEST VICINITY 05-30 S 158 E
FROM CONTACT AFTERNOON 19TH.

1 COPY 20G

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-8-73
JUN 6 1974

REGRADED Unclassified

Regraded Unclassified

Degraded Unclassified

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94

OPNAV-NCR-15

45/1

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)
NAVAL MESSAGE

DRATER

EXTENSION NUMBER

ADDRESSSEES

PRECEDENCE

COM 3RD FLT

RELEASED BY

DATE

18 MAY 1944

TOR EDDEROM

181749

DECODED BY

PETTES

PARAPHRASED BY

ELY/DUMMIT

ROUTED BY

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED THIS DISPATCH WILL BE TRANSMITTED WITH DEFERRED PRECEDENCE (N.R) AS ADMINISTRATIVE.

180559

COMAIRSOPAC

COMINCH

(SEE BELOW)

1665483

OPERA

ORIGINATION FILL IN DATE AND TIME:

DATE

TIME

GCT

ON OUTGOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT

ACTION

21

F-0

22

F-01

23

F-02

24

F-03

25

F-04

26

F-05

27

F-06

28

F-07

29

F-1

30

F-2

31

F-3

32

F-4

33

F-5

34

F-6

35

F-7

36

F-8

37

F-9

38

F-X01

39

F-X02

40

F-X03

41

F-X04

42

F-X05

43

F-X06

44

F-X07

45

F-X08

46

F-X09

47

F-X10

48

F-X11

49

F-X12

50

I-G-00

51

VC-00

52

(See Below)

(COM 3RD FLT SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC INFO COMAIRSOLS
COMAIR MUNDA COMCH FWD AREA ALL TFC'S SOPAC COMCENS
2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH ISAND COMMANDS COMCENS EMIRAU
TOROKINA SAMOA GREEN CIN GC MULINE BAY COMDESRON 47
COMCOC DIV 39 CTG 30.3 COM 7TH FLT CINCPAC COMINCH,
CO TONGA AND COMCEN 1ST ISLAND COMMAND HAVE BY OTHER
MEANS.)

80PAC JAP SUB ESTIMATE 906L MAY 19.

SUB APPROACHING EASTERN BUKA CONSIDERED POSSIBLY SUNK
BY ATTACK NIGHT 16 - 17. POSSIBLY 1 RABAUL AREA.

1 COPY TO OP28G.

DECLASSIFIED

OSD Letter, 5-6-72

JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)

DECLASSIFIED

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4

NLR 101

By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94

180559 451

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 3000 2100 NOT WELL FIXED POSSIBLY FAROTHER TO THE WESTWARD MOVING SW X ABOUT 5 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISGAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA POSSIBLY WITHIN 200 MILES EAST TO SE OF SABLE ISLAND X ONE MAY BE MOVING SW AREA 1500 4300 X ONE POSSIBLY TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 5000 3200 X THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND GENERAL AREA 20 TO 30 NORTH 35 TO 40 WEST X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES 2730 6530 X ONE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS AREA 5900 2900 X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 4230 3530 X ONE MOVING SE AREA 1130 3130 FROM CONTACTS BETWEEN 162300Z AND 172300Z X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/18 X ONE ENTIRELY UNLOCATED OFF BRAZILIAN COAST X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/44
CONINC SUB ESTIMATE FOR 17 MAY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE MAY BE MOVING SOUTH OR SW ABOUT 300 MILES SW OF MADRID X
ABOUT 6 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE PATROLLING 3930 2800 BY DF 171330Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW
AREA 1130 3100 FROM ATTACK 131901Z REPORTED BY BOGIE X ONE 2838
6709 BY CONTACT 170820Z AND FROM DF 170217Z EASTBOUND PREVIOUSLY
ESTIMATED WITHIN 300 MILES 3200 5200 X MY 161615Z REFERS X UP
TO THREE ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 5300 3000 FROM RECENT DFS X
ONE SOUTHBOUND AREA 2430 3630 FROM SIGHTING 161350Z X ENEMY U-BOAT
ESTIMATE 1200Z/17 X NO FRESH INFORMATION FROM OTHER AREAS X

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 6/3/44

RECEIVED
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
GED Letter, 5-3-72

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26N:
ONE POSSIBLY AREA 1200 1300 MOVING SW X ABOUT FIVE TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS
BETWEEN PAY OF HISCOX AND 26N X

WEST OF 26N:
TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING WEST OR SW ABOUT
200 MILES NORTH OF FLORES X THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND GENERAL AREA
TO 2300 TO 3300 NORTH AND 3700/4000 WEST X TWO WITHIN 150 MILES 5600 3000
FROM RECENT BPS X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING AREA 5200 2900 X POSSIBLY ONE
HOMEBOUND WITHIN 350 MILES 3200 5200 ALTHOUGH NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 1900 4100 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 1200
3300 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 5200 3300 X NO FRESH INFORMATION SOUTH
ATLANTIC X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINT SUB ESTIMATE FOR 15 MAY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ABOUT FOUR TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE 2100T FROM DF 14:22:37Z PROBABLY MOVING SW X NO FRESH INFORMATION
OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
COMMON SEP ESTIMATE FOR 14 MAY 1944

WEST OF 200:

ABOUT MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 200 X

WEST OF 200:

ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WESTWARD AREA 400 1/200 X ONE UNFIXED SOUTH OF NEWFOUNDLAND X.

THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DPS X 5000 3000 X 5700 3200 X 5500 3000 X NO FRESH.

INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X BROAD U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200% 1H X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSS Letter, 5-9-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 8/18/1944

Regraded Unclassified
NAVY DEPARTMENT

FROM
COM 3RD FLEET

RELEASED BY

DATE
14 MAY 1944

TOR CODEROOM
1059

DECODED BY
KIRKBRIDE

PARAPHRASED BY
KIRKBRIDE/WOODWARD

ROUTED BY

(02430)

140613

NCR 2689

OPERAS

ADDRESS
COMAIRSOPAC

FOR ACTION
COMAIRSOLS, COMAIR HUDNA CONGEN FWD AREA
CONNAVBASE FUNAFUTI
CONDESDIV 94, CTG 30.3
CONDESRON 47, CTG 30.3
ALL TFC'S S O P A C
COMGENS EMIRAU, TOKINA, GREEN, SAMOA 2ND, 3RD, 4TH, 5TH
5TH 6TH IS COMMANDS COM 7TH FLT CINCPAC COMINCH
C.O. TONGA AND 1ST ISLAND COMMAND GET INFO ANOTHER WAY.

SOPAC ESTIMATE 900 L/15 MAY.

1 PROBABLY BOUND SOUTHWEST VICINITY 93-08 S 157-30 E
FROM PLANE SIGHTING AND ATTACK 13TH.
POSSIBLY ANOTHER SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES NORTH
OF MUSSAU

DEClassified
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

Regraded Unclassified
WEST OF 26\º W

ABOUT THREE MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26\º W X

EAST OF 26\º W

THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING AND ABOUT TWO MOVING SW GENERAL AREA 5100 TO 5300 NORT 2500 TO 3000 WEST FROM HUNDRED DFS X ONE SOUTHBOUND AREA 2930 4000 FROM RADAR CONTACT BY CORP A/C 1220152 X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 12002/13 X

NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
COMMUNE U-BOAT ESTIMATE 12 MAY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW MORE ACCURATELY FIXED X 2600 2400 X
3300 2900 X ABOUT FOUR EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES
BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW ABOUT 100 MILES SOUTH OF FLEMISH
CAP X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED PROBABLY HOMEBOUND WITHIN
500 MILES SOUTH TO SE OF BERMUDA X THREE ESTIMATED
SOUTHBOUND ALONG 3900W BETWEEN 3000 AND 3900 NORTH X
TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5200 2800 X 5700
2900 X TWO OTHERS MAY BE MOVING SW BETWEEN LATTER
POSITS X ONE UNLOCATED SOUTH OF NEWFOUNDLAND X NO
FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE
12000/12 X

DECRYPT AFTER INCESSARY
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH U/BOAT ESTIMATE 11 MAY, 1944

EAST OF 26°

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 2700 X 2300 X 3500 X 3900 X ABOUT FIVE EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°

ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1000/11 X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 1300 X 5500 X FROM RADAR CONTACTS 100235X TO 100130X POSSIBLY MOVING WESTWARD X ONE SOUTHERN AREA 2100 X 3430 X FROM POOR DF 102320X X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DPS X 5200 X 2600 X 5800 X 2900 X POSSIBLY ONE AREA 1800 X 3200 X FROM SERIES OF CONTACTS BETWEEN 8 AND 10 MAY REPORTED BY BLOCK ISLAND X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
ORD Letter, 5-5-72

JUN 6 1974
EAST OF 26\textdegree W: 
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTHWEST X 2800 2230 X 35\textdegree 1730 X ABOUT 6 TO AND 
FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26\textdegree W X

WEST OF 26\textdegree W: 
ONE MOVING SW 1800 1300 FROM DF 092358Z X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/10 X 
ONE ESTIMATED GENERAL AREA 1300 5500 FROM DF 091612Z POSSIBLY MOVING 
WESTWARD X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5400 3000 X 5900 2800 X NO 
FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION 
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

REGRAD ED Unclassified
DECLASSIFIED 
OSD Letter, 6-3-72 
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED 
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4 
NLR 101 
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/44

Regraded Unclassified
COMMON SUB ESTIMATE FOR 09 MAY 1944.

EAST OF 26°:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 2930 2130 X 3700 1630 X ABOUT 5 ESTIMATED TO
AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SW AREA 1800 1300 X ONE PATROLLING AREA
2400 2900 FROM RECENT DFS AND ATTACK 0618/42 X ONE ESTIMATED ABOUT 200
MILES SOUTH OF CAPE RACE FROM VERY POOR DF 0906/42 X FOUR ESTIMATED
SOUTHBOUND X 2200 3500 X 3300 3830 X 3800 3920 X 1600 3830 X U-BOAT
ESTIMATE 1200/09 X REMAINDER OF U-BOATS NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE
NORTH OF 5400 AND EAST OF 3000 X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED GENERAL AREA NORTH
OF 1500 AND EAST OF 5500 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND GENERAL AREA SOUTH
OF BERMUDA X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DIRECT WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
EAST OF 26\(^{W}\):

Two estimated moving SW X 3100 2030 X 3600 1530 X about five to and from French ports between Bay of Biscay and 26\(^{W}\) X

WEST OF 26\(^{W}\):

One estimated about 500 miles west of Cape Verde Islands from contacts reported by Block Island F2/6 X. One patrolling area 5400 3000 by DF 080312 X. One previously estimated patrolling SW of Bermuda probably now homebound X. One estimated moving SW 2730 2730 from contact 080315 X reported by Core X.

No fresh information other areas X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECCLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974
EAST OF 26W:

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3230 2000 X 3900 1430 X ABOUT NINE TO AND FROM
FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE PATROLLING 5400 2700 BY DF 070917Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 5100 3830 X
ONE 4100 5224 BY TORPEDOING 070312Z X FOUR ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 4730 3700 X
4100 3900 X 3630 3800 X 2600 3600 FROM CONTACT 050425Z X NO FRESH
INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM

COM 3RD FLEET

RECEIVED BY

DATE

7 MAY 1948

TOR CODEROOM

1737

DECODER

KIRKBRIDE

PARAPHRASED BY

KIRKBRIDE / WOODWARD

ROUTED BY

PRIO. PRIORITY

COMAIRSOPAC

COMNAVBASE FUNAFUTI

CTG 30. 3. COM 7TH FLEET

COMAIRAGS COMAIR MUNDA AREA; CINCPAC

PRIORITY

ALL TF C'S 80 FLEET, COMBENS

ISLAND COMMANDS; COMMS; EMIROU, TOROKINA, GREEN SANOA

GRANCE SUBMARINE ESTIMATE SOPAC $900L/8 MAY.

PROBABLY 1 EMIROU AREA AND ANOTHER BOUND NORTHWEST FROM SHORTLANDS.

VICINITY $7-00 8 153-00 E

DECLASSIFIED

OSD Letter, 6-3-72

JUN 6 1974

Delivered by OPNAV-SNR 15

Regraded Unclassified

By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4

NLR 101

By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 6 MAY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 3330 1900 X ABOUT TEN MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE UNFIXED GENERAL AREA NORTH OF 1500N AND EAST OF 5500W FROM DF ON 4 MAY X
FOUR ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 2500 3530 X 3800 3730 X 4230 3830 X 4900 3630 FROM DF 060005Z X ONE HOMEBOUND 1500 2900 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 2930 2600 X
ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING COASTAL AREA SOUTH OF NATAL X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES OF 2500 7000 SHOULD BE STARTING HOMeward SHORTLY X PROBABLY TWO WITHIN 600 MILES WEST OF CAPE VERDE ISLANDS FROM RECENT BDFS AND CONTACT 050530Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SW AREA 5230 3600 X ONE ESTIMATED
PATROLLING OFF CAPE BACON X REMAINDER U/BOATS NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE NORTH OF 5000N AND EAST OF 30000W FROM SCATTERED DFS AND ATTACK 060020Z 5230 2827 X
ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 12004/06 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 5 MAY 1944

EAST OF 26°W:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3430 1800 X 3100 2330 X ABOUT THEM MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° W X

WEST OF 26°W:
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE -2002/05 X ONE HOMEBOUND 14400 3200 BY POOR DF 050841Z X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 2700 3600 FROM CONTACT 031505Z X ONE MOVING SW 5330 3400 FROM DF 050427 Z X ONE SOUTHBOUND 14430 3830 FROM DF 050028Z X ONE PATROLLING 5300 2800 BY DF 050921Z X ONE 1615 3322 BY CONTACT 040002Z X
NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
**DENIAL MESSAGE**

**NAVY DEPARTMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>COM 3RD FLEET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELEASED BY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>5 MAY 1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOR CODEROOM</td>
<td>5315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECODED BY</td>
<td>VER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAPHRASED BY</td>
<td>VER/WOODWARD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDRESSSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOR ACTION</th>
<th>COMAIRSOPAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASTERISK (*) MAILGRAM ADDRESS</td>
<td>COMINCH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(SEE BELOW)

**PRECEDENCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PP</th>
<th>ROUTINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEFERRED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INFORMATION**

**ORIGINAL FILL IN DATE AND TIME:**

**ON OUTGOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT**

**ADDITIONAL INFO ADEES - COMAIRSOPAC COMAIR MUNDA CONGEN FWD AREA ALL CTF'S SOPAC CONGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH ISLAND COMANDS CONGEN ETRAU. CONGENS TOROKINA GREEN SATOA COMMNAVBASE FUKAFUTI COMFSDIV 69 COMFSDIV 94 CTG 32.3 CINPAC COM 7TH FLEET COMINCH. CO TONGA CONGEN 1ST ISLAND COMMAND. COM 3RD FLEET SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC. INFO COMAIRSOPAC COMAIR MUNDA CONGEN FORWARD AREA ALL CTF'S SOPAC CONGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH ISLAND COMMANDS. CODEJACK NOT AN ADDIE PASS INFO CONGEN ETRAU. ALSO INFO CONGENS TOROKINA GREEN SATOA COMMNAVBASE FUKAFUTI COMFSDIV 69 COMFSDIV 94 CTG 32.3 CINPAC COM 7TH FLEET COMINCH. CO TONGA CONGEN 1ST ISLAND COMMAND AND HAVE ANOTHER WAY.

POSSIBLE SOUTHERN VICTORY ENEMY SUBMARINE NEAR 01-50 NORTH 150-50 EAST. ANOTHER VICINITY 05-05 SOUTH 156-50 EAST MAYBE HEADED FOR RABUAL AREA. SOPAC JAP SUB ESTIMATES FOR POSTL/MAY 5.

1 RABUAL AREA POSSIBLY NORTHBOUND.

**DECLASSIFIED**

OSD LETTER, 5-8-72
JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (c) NAVREGS.)

**DECLASSIFIED**

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

040551

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26°W

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3000 2100 X 3600 1730 X ABOUT 14 TO AND FROM REINCH PORTS BETWEEN DAY OF RISCOY AND 26° X ONE UNLOCATED MAY BE SOUTHBOUND OFF PORTUGAL X

WEST OF 26°W

ONE UNLOCATED MAY BE PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES 2700 7000 X ONE PROBABLY TWO 1645 3145 FROM NUMEROUS CONTACTS AND ATTACKS 1-3 MAY REPORTED BY BLOCK ISLAND X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 12002/04 X ONE PATROLLING AREA 5200 2900 FROM RECENT DFS X ONE VICINITY 1630 5130 BY DFS 040658Z AND 040658Z APPARENTLY HAVING MOVED EASTWARD FROM CONTACT 04110Z X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING BETWEEN CAPE HACET AND VIRGIN ROCKS X FOUR ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 2800 3630X 1300 3660X 11500 3700X 5030 3400 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 5500 3300 X ONE HOMEBOUND ESTIMATED ABOUT 200 MILES NW OF FLORES X REMAINDER OF U-BOATS NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE NORTH OF 5000 AND EAST OF 2600 X UP TO TWO MAY BE MOVING INTO COASTAL AREA SOUTH OF NATAL X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION

HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

RECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3300 1900 FROM POOR DF X 3700 1630 X ABOUT 16 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE SOUTHBOUND AREA 1630 3630 FROM DFS 022339Z AND 022349Z X ONE SOUTHBOUND VICINITY 2930 3700 FROM CONTACTS 022307Z AND 020557Z X
ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/3 X ONE PATROLLING 5200 2900 FROM RECENT DF X NO FRESH INFORMATION FROM OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMING DAILY SUB ESTIMATE FOR 02 MAY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3500 1800 X 3830 1500 X ABOUT 15 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED AREA 1500 5800 FROM CONTACT 0114/102 X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 12002/02 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 5530 3000 FROM POOR DFS X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 2700 7200 X ONE OFF ST JOHNS NF FROM SIGHTING 0116502 X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4800 2600 X 5300 3000 X ONE SOUTHBOUND 0104S 312W BY SIGHTING 0206102 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
COMING U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1 MAY

EAST OF 26W:
Two moving SW X 1000 1100 X 3000 1700 from poor DF 010 3.5 X
About 1h en route to and from French bases between Bay of Biscay
and 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
Enemy U-Boat Estimate 1200Z/01 X One Vicinity 2700 7200 by
DF 010 1.2 X One estimated within 200 miles Virgin Rocks X
One estimated Southbound Area 3130 3730 X Two patrolling
areas X 4700 2800 X 5100 3000 by poor DF 0108072 X
Probably one westbound 1630 5630 from radar contact 3015332 X
One homeward estimated area 3800 1430 X Three moving
Southwest X 5000 3400 X 5500 3000 X 5630 2730 X One
1700 1430 by DF 0102052 X No fresh information other areas X

Destroy after necessary
information has been obtained.

Regraded Unclassified

OSD Letter, 6-3-72
Jun 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94
COMINT U-BOAT ESTIMATE 30 APRIL

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X
3900 11-30 X 35-30 1800 X
ABOUT
11 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY
END 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/30 X
ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES VIRGIN ROCKS X
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 3700 1500 X
TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES 1600 2800 X
THREE MOVING SW X 5100 33-30 X 5600 2800 X
57-30 2600 FROM POOR DF 3002/8 X
ONE UNFIXED ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X
ONE UNFIXED MAY BE WESTBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 1600 5600 X
ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 33-30 3800 X
ONE PATROLLING 5600 2800 FROM CONTACT ABOUT 292300 AND RECENT DPS X
OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/1974

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 28N:

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3700 2630 X 1600 1200 X ONE HOUSED AREA 1600 2100 X
ABOUT ELEVEN TO AND FROM FRENCH POSTS BETWEEN DAY OF 61 CAY AND 26N X

WEST OF 28N:

TWO MOVING SW X 5200 3230 X 5630 2700 FROM DF 262237Z X TWO ESTIMATED
PATROLLED WITHIN 200 MILES 1600 2800 X ONE WITHIN 200 MILES 1600 3800
FROM CONTACT 261139X X ONE ESTIMATED HOUSED AREA 3500 1800 X
ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES OF VEHICLES X ONE ESTIMATED HOUSED ABOUT
600 MILES NORTH OF ABOVES X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHERN AREA 3500 3300 X
ONE UNLOCATED MAY BE SOUTHERN WITHIN 200 MILES 1600 3400 X ONE UNLOCATED
SOUTH OF BATTERIES X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM: COM 3RD FLEET

RELEASED BY: 29 APR 1944

DATE: 29 APR 1944

TOR CODEROOM: 1505

DECODED BY: KIRKBRIDE

PARAPHRASED BY: KIRKBRIDE

ROUTED BY:

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED THIS DISPATCH WILL BE TRANSMITTED WITH DEFERRED PRECEDENCE AN\& AS ADMINISTRATIVE.

COM 3RD FLEET TO COMAIRSOPAC FOR ACTION INFO COMAIRSOLS COMAIR MUNDA COMGEN FWD AREA COMGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH ISLAND COMMANDS ALL TFC'S SOPAC COMGENS TOROKINA GREEN FIJI CNB FUNAFUTI COMDESDIVS 89, 94 COM 7TH FLT CINC PAC COMINICH COMINCH COMGEN EMIRAU COMGEN 1ST ISLAND

ESTIMATED POSITIONS ORANGE SUBS SOPAC AREA AS OF 0900L/30 APRIL

1 IN RABAUL AND 1 SOUTHEAST OF SAN CRISTOBAL NORTHBOUND.

POSSIBLY 1 SUB SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES SOUTH OF TRUK.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26°

ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 3900 1500 X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3300 2200 X 3800 1500

ABOUT MINE TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°

ONE UNLOCATED WITHIN 200 MILES 1600 2900 X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED MAY BE

PATROLLING WITHIN 150 MILES OF VIRGIN ROCKS X ONE MAY BE WESTBOUND WITHIN

300 MILES 1700 5200 X ONE SOUTHBOUND ESTIMATED AREA 3600 3900 X FOUR PATROLLING

FROM RECENT DFS X 5300 3000 X 5200 2600 X 4900 3300 X 4700 2500 X

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 5300 3200 X 5700 2700 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING

GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS ALTHOUGH NOT WELL FIXED X ONE HOMEBOUND

WITHIN 200 MILES 3400 5000 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTRUCT WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
# NAVAL MESSAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRAFTER</th>
<th>EXTENSION NUMBER</th>
<th>ADDRESSEES</th>
<th>PRECEDENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FROM</td>
<td>COM 3RD FLEET</td>
<td>COMAIRSOPAC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELEASED BY</td>
<td></td>
<td>COMINCH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>28 APRIL 1944</td>
<td>SEE BELOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOR CODEROOM</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECODED BY</td>
<td>IMRIE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAPHRASED BY</td>
<td>IMRIE/JOHNSON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Unless otherwise indicated, this dispatch will be transmitted with Deferred precedence and is Administrative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>NCR</th>
<th>28J913 NCR 9485</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Naval Message:**

```
comrdflt sends action comairsopc. info comairsol
comairshunda congcn find area congcn 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
6th island commands all tcf sopac congcn tchokina green
santa cbs funafuti congdesdiv 89 congdesdiv 94 con/thf
ctnscpac cominch mobjack not an aidie. pass info
congcn enirau. go tonga gets info another way.
congcn 1st island command has info.
```

No new info on 2 jap subs sopac area.

29OUL APRIL 29TH ESTIMATED POSITIONS:
1 in rabaul 1 northbound west of santo.

1 copy to 2G C.

---

*Declassified on OSD letter, 6-9-78*

JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)

OPNAV-NCR-15

---

*Declassified*

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4

NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
EAST OF 26W:

ONE INDEFINITELY FIXED MAY BE SOUTHBOUND BETWEEN LISBON AND CAPE ST VINCENT X
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 3700 1700 X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3400 2000 X
4000 1300 X ABOUT 10 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY
AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE VICINITY 1745 3800 BY DF 270038Z X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3200 5300 X
4800 3200 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 5300 3300 FROM DF 261926Z AND
TORPEDOING OF COLIN X ONE UNLOCATED GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATED 1200Z/27 X ONE MAY BE MOVING WESTWARD WITHIN 200
MILES 1700 4800 ALTHOUGH NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X TWO NOT RECENTLY LOCATED
MAY BE PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES 4700 2800 X ONE PATROLLING AREA 5500 2800
FROM RECENT DF X ONE UNLOCATED GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X NO FRESH
INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OST Letter, 5-8-72
JUN 6 1974
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 26 APRIL 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND OFF LISBON X ONE HOMEBOUND AND ONE OUTFIELD
ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES NORTH TO NW MADEIRA X ABOUT 11 MOVING TO
AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS POSSIBLY
322° 7752 BY CONTACT 2602Z AND FROM CONTACT 2533X2 Z TWO ESTIMATED
SOUTHBOUND X 4000 4030 X 4730 3600 X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X
5500 3000 X 4300 3500 X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 12002/26 X ONE ESTIMATED
HOMEBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 3100 5500 X ONE MAY BE MOVING WESTWARD AREA
1800 4600 ALTHOUGH ENTIRELY UNFIXED X ONE ESTIMATED BETWEEN FLEMMISH
CAP AND VIREN ROCKS X TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES 1700
2700 OF WHICH ONE AREA 1900 2600 BY POOF DF 260526 X ONE 1745 3765
BY CONTACT 2521852 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:

One estimated moving SW area 3600-1600 x one estimated homebound within 150 miles west to NW of Madeira x about 12 moving NO and from French ports between Bay of Biscay and 26W x.

WEST OF 26W:

Enemy U-boat estimate 12002/25 x one estimated westbound vicinity Flemish Cap x one estimated southbound area 4200-3930 x two unfixed estimated patrolling within 200 miles 4600-2800 x one unfixed estimated patrolling general area south of Hatteras x one estimated homebound within 150 miles 3100-5730 x one estimated moving SW area 5000-3400 x two patrolling from recent DFS x 5400-3000 x 4800-3500 x.

Destroy when necessary information has been obtained.
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM
COM 3RD FLEET

RELEASED BY

DATE
25 APRIL 1944

TOR CODEROOM
1523

DECODED BY
D'LEARY

PARAPHRASED BY
IMRICE/YORK

ROUTED BY

FOR ACTION
COMAIRSOPAC

COMGEN 1ST ISLAND
COMAIRSOLS COMAIR MUNDA
COMGEN FWD AREA
COMGENS 2ND, 3RD, 4TH,
5TH ISLAND COMMANDS
ATFC SOPAC CINCPAC
COMGENS TOROKINA, GREEN,
SAMOA CNB FUNAFUTI
COMDESDIV 89 COMDESDIV 94
COM 7TH FLT COMINCH
COMGEN EMIRAU CO TONGA

INFORMATION

PRECEDENCE

DECOR

250610

NCR 7134

ORIGINATOR FILL IN DATE AND TIME:

DATE

TIME

ACTION

ON OUTGOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT

COM 3RD FLEET TO COMAIRSOPAC FOR ACTION, INFO COMAIRSOLS COMAIR MUNDA COMGEN FWD AREA COMGENS 2ND, 3RD, 4TH, 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS ATFC SOPAC COMGENS TOROKINA, GREEN, SAMOA CNB FUNAFUTI, COMDESDIV 89, COMDESDIV 94, COM 7TH FLT COMINCH. OBJECTION NOT AN ADDEE PASS INFO COMGEN EMIRAU, CO TONGA COMGEN 1ST ISLAND HAVE INFO ANOTHER WAY.

PROBABLY 1 NORTHBOUND SUB AREA: 02-08N 151-30E FROM SIGHTING 284.15.

2 OTHERS NORTHBOUND BETWEEN EQUATOR AND TRUK.

ESTIMATED POSITIONS ORANGE SUBS 09-08L APRIL 26 SOPAC. POSSIBLY 1 VICINITY BUKA ANOTHER ESTIMATED NOUMEA AREA.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

1 COPY 2G

JUN 3, 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)

OPNAV-NCR-15
**HOMO INTERCEPT**

(Com 3rd FLT to Com Airsopac and Com DesDiv 94 for action. Info Com Air Munda.)

Advise immediately developments regarding sub sighting. Com Air Munda 240101. Owing lateness report destroyers will be held treasury on short notice. Com DesDiv 94 with Haggard Franks assume one-half hour readiness. Proceed to scene of this or later contact if presence of sub verified by Com Airsopac.

1 copy 20-G/

---

**DECLASSIFIED**

OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974
COMINGU-BOAT ESTIMATE 24 APRIL

EAST OF 26°W:
ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 1100 1900 X ONE ESTIMATE OUTBOUND X 3800
1400 X ABOUT 13 EN ROUTE TO AND FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF
BISCAY AND 26°W X

WEST OF 26°W:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 1400 X 5200 3300 X TWO NOT
RECENTLY LOCATED ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 600 MILES NORTH OF
AZORES X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF
HATTERAS NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT
DFs X 5300 2900 X 1700 3100 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA
0900 3300 FROM DF 2320*92° X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA
1330 3330 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 3000 5930 X NO
FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/24 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 8-3-72
JUN 6 1974
EAST OF 26W:
One estimated outbound X 3930 1300 X One estimated homebound X 2900 1900 X About 14 en route to and from French bases between Bay of Biscay and 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
One unfixed estimated patrolling general area south of Hatteras X
Two estimated moving SW within 150 miles X 4800 4200 X 5300 3200 X Two patrolling from recent DFS X 5300 3000 X 1600 3600 X
One estimated homebound within 150 miles 2900 6130 X One estimated northbound 0400 2530 from contact 222000Z X One estimated southbound area 1500 3730 X Other areas quiet X
Enemy U-boat estimate 1200Z/23 X

Destroy after necessary information has been obtained.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter 3-72

Regraded Unclassified
COMINGH SUBMARINE ESTIMATE 22 APRIL

EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 2700 2000 X 
ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED 2700 2000 X THREE UNLOCATED FREETOWN TO IAGOS X ABOUT 15 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200X/22 X ONE UNLOCATED GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 1600 3600 X 2400 3000 X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SOUTHWEST WITHIN 150 MILES OF 1800 3800 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES OF 2830 6330 FROM CONTACT 211306X X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND ABOUT 500 MILES WEST OF CAPE VENDE ISLANDS FROM DF 212206X X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 0308S 230H BY CONTACT 220130X X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 180 MILES OF 5400 3000 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMMON SUB ESTIMATE FOR 27 APRIL

EAST OF 26°:
ONE HOMeward AREA 2400 2000 X ABOUT SIXTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:
ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF BATTERIES X POSSIBLY ONE 2118 3350 BY CONTACT 210705 X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SW WITHIN 150 MILES 5000 3700 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES 2630 6900 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 1500 3200 FROM BF 2102031 X TWO PATROLLING FROM OBJECT DFS X 14600 3700 X 5500 3000 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMMON SUB ESTIMATE FOR 30 APRIL 1944

EAST OF 26°:
ONE NORTHBOUND ESTIMATED AREA 2200 2200 X POSSIBLY ONE NORTHBOUND OFF
LEBON FROM SIGHTING 2800 2800 X ABOUT FIFTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH POINTS BETWEEN
DAY OF MIDNIGHT AND 26°:

WEST OF 26°:
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 2200 3600 FROM DF 292200X X ONE AREA 5400 2500
FROM DF 292200X POSSIBLY HOREBOUND X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SW WITHIN
190 MILES 5200 3600 X ONE ESTIMATED HOREBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES 2700 6700 X
TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DPS X 5400 2500 X 4700 3600 X UP TO FIVE
ESTIMATED IN GENERAL AREA WITHIN 600 MILES NORTH OF AZORES THREE OF WHICH
HOREBOUND X ONE UNLOCATED GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X NO FRESH INFORMATION
OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY HIGH NECESSARY INFORMATION IS OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSI Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

REDEMPHIC

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/1/94
Regraded Unclassified
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAVAL MESSAGE</th>
<th>NAVY DEPARTMENT</th>
<th>DRAFTER</th>
<th>EXTENSION NUMBER</th>
<th>ADDRESSEES</th>
<th>PRECEDENCE</th>
<th>PRIORITY</th>
<th>ROUTINE</th>
<th>DEFERRED</th>
<th>PRIORITY</th>
<th>ROUTINE</th>
<th>DEFERRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COM 3RD FLEET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FROM</td>
<td>1727</td>
<td>COMAIRSOPAC, COMAIRSOLS, COMAIRUMDA, CMGEN FORWARD AREA, CMGENS 2ND, 3RD, 4TH, 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS, ALL TASKFORCE SOPAC, CMGENS TOROKINA, GREEN, SAMOA, CNB FUNAFUTI, COMDSEDIV 44, COMDSEDIV 94, CM 7TH FLEET, CINCOPAC, CMINCH, ALL GET FOR INFO. C'G TONGA GETS INFO IN ANOTHER SYSTEM CMGEN 1ST ISLAND COMMAND HAS INFO., MOBJACK NOT AN ADDEE PASS INFO CMGEN EMIRAU.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RELEASED BY</td>
<td>27 APRIL 1944</td>
<td>COMINCH (SEE BELOW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOR CODEROOM</td>
<td>HILL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DECODED BY</td>
<td>REA/LYNN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PARAPHRASED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ROUTED BY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COM 3RD FLEET SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC, CMAIRSOLS, COMAIRUMDA, CMGEN FORWARD AREA, CMGENS 2ND, 3RD, 4TH, 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS, ALL TASKFORCE SOPAC, CMGENS TOROKINA, GREEN, SAMOA, CNB FUNAFUTI, COMDSEDIV 44, COMDSEDIV 94, CM 7TH FLEET, CINCOPAC, CMINCH, ALL GET FOR INFO. C'G TONGA GETS INFO IN ANOTHER SYSTEM CMGEN 1ST ISLAND COMMAND HAS INFO., MOBJACK NOT AN ADDEE PASS INFO CMGEN EMIRAU.

THIS SOPAC CRYSTAL BALL RESULTS FOR 29D10L APRIL 21.
2 ENEMY SUBMARINES POSSIBLY VICINITY EMIRAU - MANUS.
POSSIBLY 1 SUB IN RABAUL AND ANOTHER BUIN AREA FROM CONTACT 29D10L 19. PROBABLY 1 SUB SOUTH OF SANTO CURRENTLY ESTIMATED EFATE AREA.

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 19 APRIL 1944

EAST OF 26W:

ONE HOMEBOUND ESTIMATED AREA 1900 2100 X ABOUT 13 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE UNLOCATED GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES 5300 3400 X TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 150 MILES 1600 2800 ALTHOUGH NOT WELL FIXED X ONE HOMEBOUND 2730 6900 FROM RECENT DFS X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4700 3600 X 5200 3000 X THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 300 MILES NORTH OF FLORES X NO FRESH INFORMATION IN OTHER AREAS

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-78
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 1700 2130 FROM ATTACK 171830Z X ABOUT 13 TO
AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE ESTIMATED
NORTHBOUND AREA 1000S 2330 POSSIBLY WITHIN 200 MILES TO EASTWARD X

WEST OF 26W:
TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4700 3700 X 5300 3000 X THREE ESTI-
MATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 4200 3400 X TWO UNLOCATED GENERAL AREA
SOUTH OF HATTERAS OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY 2846 7429 FROM ATTACK ON SOUND
CONTACT 181400Z X ONE OF THESE U-BOATS SHOULD BE RETURNING SHORTLY X
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SW X 5700 3300 X 5200 3200 X TWO ESTI-
MATED PATROLLING WITHIN 600 MILES NORTH OF AZORES X NO FRESH INFORMATION
FROM OTHER AREAS X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/18 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM: COM 3RD FLEET
RELEASED BY:
DATE: 18 APRIL 1944
TOR CODEROOM: 1291
DECODED BY: SCHMICK
PARAPHRASED BY: FISHER/IMRIE

UNIT:

TO: COMAIRSOPAC
TOP ACTION: PRIORITY
INFORMATION: SOPAC ORANGE SUB ESTIMATE 0900L APRIL 19.

SOPAC ORANGE SUB ESTIMATE 0900L APRIL 19.
POSSIBLY 1 SUB BETWEEN MANUS AND MUSSAU. ANOTHER
NORTHBOUND FROM RABAUL. 1 BUKA AREA OR TO WEST-
WARD. PROBABLY 1 VICINITY 15-20S 155-160E ESTIMATED
HEADING FOR BOUGAINVILLE STRAIT BUT MAY PUT INTO
BUKA. POSSIBLY 1 SANTO AREA OR TO SOUTHWARD FROM
RECENT CONTACTS AND SIGHTINGS.

1 COPY-2C.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVRECS.)

180610 451

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
COMMINS SUB ESTIMATE FOR 17 APRIL 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ABOUT 14 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY
AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE MY 161617 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

REGRARED Unclassified

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE SOPAC 18 APRIL 0000.

POSSIBLY 1 SUB BOUND NORTHWEST BETWEEN RABUAL AND NEW HANOVER.
ANOTHER IN RABUAL. POSSIBLY 1 WESTBOUND FROM BUKA. ANOTHER
SOUTHBOUND VICINITY 01-00 S 156-00 E FROM D/F'S NIGHT 16TH.

SIGHTINGS INDICATE POSSIBILITY SUB ATTACKED AND D/F'D OFF
SOUTHERN SOLOMONS NIGHT 13-14 MAY HAVE MOVED INTO SANTO AREA.
PROBABLE THAT SUBS BOUND FROM RABUAL TO TRUK WILL RECONNOITER
ADMIRALTY AND EMIRAU AREAS.
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 16 APRIL 1944.

EAST OF 260:
ABOUT 16 MOVING TO AND FROM BENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCUY AND 260 X

WEST OF 260:
ENEMY U/B ESTIMATE 1200Z/16 X ONE HOMEBOUND 36-30 1100 FROM ATTACK 150072 X
TWO UNFIXED ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS AND WEST OF
70000 X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREAS X 1230 1400 X 3930 3700 X THREE PATROLLING
FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 2800 X 5200 3100 X 1700 3700 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 8 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/44

Regraded Unclassified
CTG 21, 14 FROM NOIC WEST AFRICA.

PRELIMINARY BEARINGS AT 2215 15TH ON 68º KCS INDICATE U-BOAT WITHIN 15º MILES OF 16º 30' N 30º 30' W.
COMING U-BOAT ESTIMATE 15 APRIL

EAST OF 26°: ABOUT 16 IN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26°;

WEST OF 26°: ONE UNLOCATED IN GENERAL AREA WITHIN 600 MILES EAST OF CAPE MAY X
THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DKS X 6000 2900 X 5300 3100 X 4700 3500 X TWO UNLOCATED IN GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS AND WEST OF 7000W X THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITIONS X 4200 1300 X 3900 3900 X 3600 4200 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200X/15 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

 Degraded Unclassified
COMING U-BOAT ESTIMATE 14 APRIL

EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE X 0355 2657 BY SIGHTING 11410402 X
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3900 1700 X ABOUT 15 EN ROUTE
TO AND FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES EAST AND WEST OF
3900 6800 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND ABOUT 300 MILES SOUTH
OF FLEMISH CAP X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5200
2900 X 5400 3100 X 4700 3600 X TWO UNFIXED WITHIN 300
MILES 3000 7500 X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES
3600 4200 X ONE SOUTHBOUND ABOUT 200 MILES NE OF ST PAUL ROCKS
BY SIGHTING 11410402 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 12002/11 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974
EAST OF 26°:
ONE ESTIMATED AREA 1800 2200 MOVING SE X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 3200 2500 X
ABOUT SIXTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:
THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 4700 3600 X 5400 3100 X 5800 2800 X
NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
EAST OF 26°W

TWO ESTIMATED NO-BOUND X 3800 1600 X 3500 2000 X ONE ESTIMATED ABOUT 200 MILES NORTH OF CAPE VERDE ISLANDS POSSIBLY MOVING SE X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW NOT WELL FIXED 3300 2300 X TWO ESTIMATED WITHIN 300 MILES OF COAST BETWEEN DAKAR AND CAPE PALMAS ONE OF WHICH POSSIBLY AREA 1200 1800 FROM SIGHTING 1110902 X ABOUT SIXTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH POSTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26°W X

WEST OF 26°W

TWO MAY BE PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES 1600 3000 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X THREE NO-BOUND X 4200 5100 X 3500 4500 X 3200 4800 X ONE UNLOCATED MAY BE PATROLLING WITHIN 150 MILES 3900 6500 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DPs X 1600 3500 X 5400 3000 X 5900 2900 X REMAINDER U-BOATS IN NORTHEASTERN ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE NORTH OF 4500 AND EAST OF 2600 MAJORITY OF WHICH ESTIMATED NO-BOUND X TWO ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 3000 7600 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
INFO ADEES: COMAIRSOLS COMAIR HUNDA COMGEN FORWARD AREA
CONCENS SECOND THIRD FOURTH AND FIFTH ISLAND COMMANDS
ALL TASKFORCORS SOPAC COMGENS TOROKINA GREEN SANDSICOM-
NAVBASE FUNAFUTI CONDESRON 22 CONDESDIV 44 COM 7TH FLT-
CIICPAC COMINCH COMGEN EMIRAU CO TONGA 1ST ISLAND COMMAND

(CON 3RD FLEET SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC, INFO COMAIR-
SOLS COMAIR HUNDA COMGEN FORWARD AREA CONCENS 2ND 3RD
4TH 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS ALL TASKFORCORS SOPAC COMGENS
TOROKINA GREEN SANDSICOMNAVBASE FUNAFUTI CONDESRON 22
CONDESDIV 44 COM 7TH FLT CIICPAC COMINCH COMGEN EMIRAU CO TONGA HAS
INFO 11 ANOTHER SYSTEM, 1ST ISLAND COMMAND HAS INFO.)

JAP SUB POSSIBLY SOUTHBOUND WITHIN S00 MILES SOUTH OF
TRUK. SOPAC DAILY ORANGE SUB ESTIMATE AS OF 0900L 12
APRIL, POSSIBLY 1 BUKA AREA FROM CONTACT MORNING 10TH.
YAD*UNLOCATED RABAUL-BOUGAINTVILLE AREA.

DELIVERED TO 2\G
*AS RECEIVED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)
OPNAV-NCR-15
110554 451

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94.
COMMUNIC SUB ESTIMATE FOR 13 APRIL 1944.

EAST OF 26N:
ONE HOMEBOUND AND ONE OUTBOUND ESTIMATED WITHIN 100 MILES 3400 2100 X
ABOUT 1/4 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26N X
ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 3600 1800 FROM POOR DF 1104482 X

WEST OF 26N:
TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES 4600 3000 X TWO ESTIMATED
WITHIN 150 MILES 2900 7400 ONE OF WHICH PROBABLY MOVING WEST OR NW X
THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 2800 X 5300 3000 X 4600 3600 X
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/11 X THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 4100 5400 X 3200
5100 X 2800 5300 X ONE UNLOCATED WITHIN 150 MILES 3900 6800 X OTHER AREAS
QUIET X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 8-3-72
JUN 6 1974

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/27/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING DAILY SUB ESTIMATE FOR 10 APRIL 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE MOVING SW AREA 3500 1900 FROM POOR DF 10023Z AND ATTACK 09125Z
BY ESCORTS OF SUB-35 X ABOUT 12 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY
OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE UNLOCATED WITHIN 150 MILES OF MADEIRA POSSIBLY
RETURNING X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 1800 1900 X 1200 2100 X ONE
ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 3200 2400 X

WEST OF 26W:
THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 1200 5700 FROM DF 100312Z X 3000 5300 X
2700 5500 X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200/10 X ONE AREA 2900 7100 BY DFS
100458Z AND 100644Z X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED MAY BE PATROLLING
WITHIN 200 MILES 3900 6700 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900
3000 X 5100 3000 X 1700 3600 X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 2900 7100 X
OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72

REDEEMED UNCLASSIFIED

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/1/44

Regarded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SE AREAS X 2500 2600 X 0500 1800 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND
WITHIN 100 MILES OF 3100 2500 X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREAS X 1400 2000 X
2000 1900 X ABOUT ELEVEN MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF
BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE WESTBOUND 2830 6830 X ONE PROBABLY MOVING EASTWARD WITHIN 100 MILES 4300
5800 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 2900 X 5400 3000 X 4800 3600 X
ONE PATROLLING 2830 7130 X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 3900 6500 MAY BE
MOVING WESTWARD X THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3500 4400 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X
2900 5500 X 2600 5600 X THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 250 MILES 4600 3100 X
REMAINDER OF NORTH ATLANTIC U-BOATS ESTIMATED EAST OF 3000 AND NORTH OF 4500 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 8 APRIL 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED MAY BE WEST OF MADEIRA X ONE HOMEBOUND 0200S 2330 FROM CONTACTS 071600 X ABOUT FIVE ESTIMATED WITHIN 100 MILES OF A LINE BETWEEN 3000 2700 AND 3800 1700 MOVING SW X FOUR ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 2200 1900 X 1600 2000 X 0700 1900 X 2700 2700 X ABOUT TWELVE MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES 3900 6500 X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 12002/08 X THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3400 4600 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X 2800 5600 X 2500 5700 X THREE OTHERS ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES 4500 3300 X ONE LOCALITY 4315 6100 BY DF 081531Z PROBABLY HOMEBOUND X ONE PATROLLING 2800 7130 BY DF 080547Z X ONE WESTBOUND 2800 6630 FROM DF 080247Z X ONE PATROLLING 4700 3600 BY POOR DF 080837Z X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 2900 X 5500 3100 X REMAINDER OF U-BOATS NORTH ATLANTIC ESTIMATED NORTH OF 4500N AND EAST OF 3000W X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COM 3RD FLEET SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC, INFO COMAIRSOLS COMAIR MUNDA COMGEN FWD AREA COMGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH AND 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS ALL TFC'S SOPAC
COMGENS TOROKINA GREEN SAMOA. MOBJACK NOT AN ADDEE PASS INFO COMGEN EMIRAU. COMGEN 1ST ISLAND COMMAND HAS INFO. INFO ALSO COMNAVBASE FUNAFUTI COMDESRON 22 COMDESDIV 44 COM 7TH FLEET CINCPAC COMINCH. CO TONGA HAS INFO BY ANOTHER SYSTEM.

SOPAC ESTIMATE $901$ POSITIONS JAP SUBMARINES 9 APRIL. PROBABLY 1 NORTHBOUND AREA $01^00^0$ S 155$-$00E. POSSIBLY ANOTHER NORTHBOUND AREA EQUATOR 15$-$00E. 2 UNLOCATED ESTIMATED RABAUL AREA.

1 COPY TO 20G.

---

Regraded Unclassified
COM 3RD FLEET SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC INFO COMAIRSOLS, COMAIR MUNDA, COMGEN FWD AREA, COMGEN 2ND, 3RD 4TH AND 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS, ALL TFC'S SOPAC, COMGEN TOROKINA GREEN SAMOA, COMNAVBASE FUNAFUTI, COMDESRON 22, COMDESVDIV 44, COM 7TH FLEET, CINCPAC, COMINCH, COMGEN 1ST ISLAND HAS INFO. CO TONGA HAS INFO IN ANOTHER SYSTEM. MOBJACK NOT ADEE PASS INFO COMGEN EMIRAU.

ESTIMATED 0900L POSITIONS ENEMY SUBS 6 APRIL SOPAC.

1 PROBABLY NORTHBOUND FROM BOUGAINVILLE STRAIT
ESTIMATED 04-00 S 155-30 E. POSSIBLY 1 NORTHBOUND
01-00 N 155-00 E ANOTHER VICINITY HUSSAU. 1 ESTIMATED
IN RAMAUL AND ANOTHER BETWEEN RAMAUL AND SOUTHERN BOUGAINVILLE.

DELIVERED TO 21-G

DEClassified
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)

Regraded Unclassified

DEClassified
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
EAST OF 26W:
ONE UNLOCATED POSSIBLY WITHIN 100 MILES OF MADEIRA X THREE ESTIMATED SOUTH-BOUND X 0900 1900 X 1800 2000 X 2400 1900 X THREE ESTIMATED MOVING SW BETWEEN 3600 1900 AND 3900 1600 X THREE ESTIMATED WITHIN 100 MILES 3200 2400 OF WHICH ONE HOMEBOUND REMAINDER MOVING SW X ABOUT 12 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/07 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS ALTHOUGH ENTIRELY UNFIXED X ONE ESTIMATED AREA 3800 6400 X
MP TO FOUR ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 4500 3500 OF WHICH ONE AREA 4700 3600 FROM RECENT DFS X THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3300 4800 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X 2700 5800 FROM DF 070049Z X 2400 5800 X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED MAY BE MOVING WEST OR NW AREA 2800 7100 X ONE 4047 6219 BY ATTACK 070700Z POSSIBLY MOVING NW X ONE POSSIBLY HOMEBOUND SE OF SABLE ISLAND X REMAINDER OF U-BOATS NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE NORTH OF 4500N AND EAST OF 3000W X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26\textdegree}:

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3300 2300 X 2800 2800 X ONE UNLOCATED BETWEEN MADEIRA AND NORTH CAPE BLANCO X THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 1100 2000 X 2000 2000 X 2600 1900 X ABOUT 13 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26\textdegree} X

WEST OF 26\textdegree}:

ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200X/06 X UP TO FOUR INDEFINITELY FIXED BETWEEN 3500W AND FLEMISH CAP OF WHICH ONE VICINITY 30-356 BY ATTACK AM/06 X THREE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3100 5000 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X 2700 5900 X 2300 5900 FROM POOR DF 0601/82 X ONE UNLOCATED MAY BE PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X TWO ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 4000 6300 OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY 3930 6230 BY RADAR CONTACT REPORTED BY SEA CLOUD AM/06 X POSSIBLY ONE HOMEBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES SOUTH TO SSE OF SABLE ISLAND X MAJORITY OF U-BOATS NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE NORTH OF 4500N AND EAST OF 3000W OF WHICH THREE WITHIN 150 MILES 5500 2800 FROM RECENT DFS AND SEVERAL PROBABLY HOMEBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 4700 2600 BY ATTACK 042310Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WEST OR NW WITHIN 200 MILES 2700 6900 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

DECLASSIFIED

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/1/94

JUN 6 1974
INFO ADEE: COMGEN 4TH IS COMMAND, COMGEN 5TH IS COMMAND, ALL TFC'S SOPAC, COMGEN TOROKINA, COMGEN GREEN, COMGEN SAMOA, CNB FUNAFUTI, COMDESRON 22, COMDESDIV 44, COM 7TH FLEET, CINCPAC, COMINCH, COMGEN 1ST IS COMMAND CO RAT, CO TONGA, COMGEN EMIRAU.

COM 3RD FLT SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC. INFO COMAIRSOLS COMAIR MUNDA COMGEN FWD AREA COMGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH AND 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS ALL TFC'S SOPAC COMGENS TOROKINA GREEN AND SAMOA CNB FUNAFUTI COMDESRON 22 COMDESDIV 44 COM 7TH FLEET CINCPAC COMINCH. COMGEN 1ST ISLAND HAS INFO AND CO RAT CO TONGA HAS INFO IN ANOTHER SYSTEM MOBJACK NOT AN ADEE PASS INFO COMGEN EMIRAU.

DAILY SOPAC ESTIMATE JAP SUB POSITIONS 7TH APRIL 0900L.

PROBABLY 1 WITHIN 150 MILES NORTH OF BOUGAINVILLE STRAIT NORTH BOUND. POSSIBLY ANOTHER NORTH BOUND SUB VICINITY MUSSAU. 1 ESTIMATED APPROACHING SAINT GEORGES CHANNEL FROM SOUTH. ANOTHER UNLOCATED RABAUL-BOUGAINVILLE AREA.

(DELIVERED TO 20-G)

DECLASSIFIED

OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 5 APRIL

EAST OF 26°N

UP TO THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND BETWEEN 20N AND 30N ABOUT 1900 WEST X
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 300 MILES NW OF MADEIRA X ONE ESTIMATED
MOVING SW AREA 2400 2600 X ABOUT THIRTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN
BAY OF BISCAY AND 26°N X

WEST OF 26°N

TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3000 5200 X 2600 6000 FROM DF 012357Z X
ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED MAY BE WESTBOUND AREA 2700 6700 X THREE ESTIMATED
WITHIN 200 MILES 1400 6300 OF WHICH ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED OFF HALIFAX
MAY BE HOMEBOUND SOUTH OF SABLE ISLAND FROM CONTACT 014075Z X THREE PATROLLING
FROM RECENT DFs X 1800 3600 X 5700 2500 X 5900 3000 X ONE HOMEBOUND
AREA 2900 2800 FROM POOR DF 010915Z X ONE UNLOCATED WESTERN CARIBBEAN
POSSIBLY 2010 724Z BY CONTACT 053412Z HOMEBOUND X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING
GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF BATTIAS ALTHOUGH ENTIRELY UNFIXED X UP TO THREE ESTIMATED
PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES OF 1500 1300 FROM POOR DF 011826Z X REMAINDER
OF U-BOATS NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE NORTH OF 1500 AND EAST OF 2700 X
NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 5 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/1/94
INFO ADEES: COMGEN 2ND ISLAND COMMAND, COMGEN 3RD ISLAND COMMAND, COMGEN 4TH ISLAND COMMAND, COMGEN 5TH ISLAND COMMAND, COMGEN TOROKINA, COMGEN GREEN SAMOA CNB FUNAFUTI, COM 7TH FLEET, COMGEN EMIRAU, CO TONGA, COMGEN 1ST ISLAND.

COM 3RD FLEET TO COMAIRSOPAC FOR ACTION. INFO COMAIRSOLS COMAIR MUNDA ATFC SOPAC COMGEN FWD AREA CONGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS CONGENS TOROKINA GREEN SAMOA CNB FUNAFUTI COMDESDIV 44 COMDESRON 22 COM 7TH FLT CINCPAC COMINCH. MOB JACK NOT AN ADEE PASS INFO COMGEN EMIRAU. CO TONGA COMGEN 1ST ISLAND HAVE INFO ANOTHER WAY.

SOPAC DAILY ESTIMATE ORANGE SUBS 6TH APRIL.

1 POSSIBLY NORTHBOUND FROM BOUGAUVILLE STRAIT AREA.

POSSIBLY 1 NORTHBOUND EQUATOR 15° - 17° E. ANOTHER.

HEADED NORTHWEST BETWEEN RABAUL AND NEW HANOVER.

2 UNLOCATED OF WHICH 1 ESTIMATED IN RABAUL AND OTHER IN BUKA RUN.

(COPY TO OP-20-G)

OSD Letter, 5-3-72

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (I) NAVREGS.)

Declassified E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COM 3RD FLEET SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOLS, COMAIRMUNDA, COMGEN FWD AREA, COMGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH AND 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS, COMGENS TOROKINA GREEN SAMOA, CNB FUNAFUTI, COMDESDIV 44, COMDESDRON 2, COM 7TH FLEET, CINCPAC, COMINCH AND ALL TFC SOPAC. COMGEN 1ST ISLAND HAS INFO, CO TONGA GETS IN ANOTHER SYSTEM. MOBJACK NOT AN ADEE PASS INFO COMGEN EMIRAU.

REFER TO THIS AS MY 040552.

ESTIMATED ENEMY SUBMARINE POSITIONS 0900L APRIL 5TH SOPAC.

1 BOUGAINVILLE STRAITS AREA.

POSSIBLY 1 NORTH BOANEBAFF NEW HANOVER.

1 IN RABUAL OR STARTING NORTH FROM RABUAL.

NO NEW INFO ON 2 ESTIMATED RABUAL BOUGAINVILLE RUNS AND 1 DOUBTFUL SUB SOUTHERN SOLOMONS.

*RECEIVED AS 040602.

DELIVERED TO 2OC

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAV REGS.)
COMMON SUB ESTIMATE FOR 4 APRIL

EAST OF 26W:
THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND BETWEEN 2400 2600 AND 3000 1900 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING S TO WITHIN 200 MILES 2900 2100 X ONE NORTHBOUND 0800S 2219 BY SIGHTING 0100N 100 X ABOUT TWELVE TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN DAY OF DISCAY
AND 26W X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE AREA 1100 1700 X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE 2500 6300 BY POOR DP 000617Z PROBABLY WESTBOUND X ONE MIDLATER ESTIMATED VICINITY TRINIDAD X ONE INITIALLY UNFIXED ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL
AREA SOUTH OF MATTAREY X TWO MOVING WESTWARD WITHIN 100 MILES 1000 6100 FROM CONTACTS 0222200Z AND 0312100Z X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DP S 1800 3600 X 5700 3000 X ONE PREVIOUSLY UNFIXED IN CARIBBEAN NOW ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AND POSSIBLY OFF SAN JUAN FROM EXPLOSION 0322100Z X ONE HOMEBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES 2600 5100 X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED SOUTH OF HALIFAX X THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 250 MILES EAST TO SOUTH OF FLEMISH CAP X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

OOC

DECLASSIFIED
OSS Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM
COM3RDFLTY

RELEASED BY

DATE
3 APRIL 44

TOR CODEROOM
832626

DECODED BY
FISHER

PARAPHRASED BY
JOHNSON

ROUTED BY

ADDRESS
COMAIRSOPAC

INFORMATION
(SEE BELOW)

PRECEDENCE
DEFERRED

IN ONGOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT

ACTION
21

DEC LASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/94

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)

OPNAV-NCR-15
030605

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:

THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND BETWEEN 2600 2000 AND 3200 1900 X ABOUT 10 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW GENERAL AREA 2700 2200 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE ALONG COASTAL AREA SOUTH OF DAKAR X ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 0300 0500 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 0600S 2500 OR ALTERNATIVELY PASSING ASCENSION TO THE EASTWARD X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 1100S 2400 X 3800S 1100E X

WEST OF 26W:

NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE MY 021617 X

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 6/3/72

Regraded Unclassified
NAVAL MESSAGE

COM 3RD FLT

2 APRIL 1944

1800

DORSEY

(SEE BELOW)

FISHER

20547

NCR 192

COMAIRSOPAC

COMAIRSOLS COMAIR MUNDA ATFCs SOPAC COMGENS FORWARD AREA SAMOA TOROKINA GREEN COMGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH ISLAND COMS CDD 44 CDD 94 COMNAVBASE FUNAJUTI COM 7TH FLT CINCPAC COMINCH. MOBJACK (NOT AN ADEE) PASS INFO COMGEN EMIRAU. COMGEN 1ST ISLAND COMMAND AND CO TONGA HAVE INFO BY OTHER MEANS)

SOPAC ESTIMATE POSITIONS JAP SUBMARINES 3RD APRIL 0900L.

NORTHBOUND SUB WITHIN 200 MILES NORTH OF NEW HANOVER.

PROBABLY 1 NORTHBOUND AREA 04-00 S 151-00 E. ANOTHER

SOUTHBOUND AREA 01-00 N 149-30 E. POSSIBLY 2 INRABAUL.

2 ESTIMATED BETWEEN HABAUL AND BOUGAINVILLE OF WHICH

1 MAY BE OFF SOUTHWEST COAST OF BOUGAINVILLE FROM

CONTACT 2250L/01. SUB ESTIMATED SOUTHEAST OF SOLOMONS

NOW CONSIDERED DOUBTFUL.

DECLASSIFIED

OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

COPY TO 2G.

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVRECS.)

OPNAV-NCR-15 A 33052

020547

DECLASSIFIED

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4

NLR 101

By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/44
EAST OF 26W:

ABOUT FIVE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES OF A LINE BETWEEN 2900
2000 AND 4000 1700 X ABOUT 6 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF
BISCAY AND 26W X ONE ESTIMATED CAPE ST VINCENT TO GIBRALTAR X POSSIBLY
ONE OFF CASABIANCA FROM SIGHTING 011532Z X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X
2300 2000 X 1500 1900 X ONE HOMEBOUND 0400 0300 FROM DF 020222Z X
ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES OF 0500S 2500 OR ALTERNATIVELY
CONSIDERABLY EASTWARD OF ASCENSION X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREAS X 1200S
2400 X 3900S 1300E X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 2700 6100 X ONE UNFIXED WESTERN OR CENTRAL
CARIBBEAN POSSIBLY OFF ARUBA FROM RECENT SIGHTINGS X TWO ESTIMATED WEST-
BOUND WITHIN 100 MILES OF 4000 6100 X UP TO FOUR ESTIMATED PATROLLING
WITHIN 200 MILES OF 4600 3600 FROM POOR DF 020052Z X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE
1200Z/02 X ONE HOMEBOUND 2500 5700 FROM ATTACK 011530Z X ONE MINELAYER
ESTIMATED VICINITY TRINIDAD X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED ESTIMATED PATROLLING
GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING SOUTH OF HALIFAX X
TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5800 2900 X 5300 2800 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-74
JUN 6 1974

Regraded Unclassified
SHIPS ESCORTING CONVOY HX 284

INCONCLUSIVE D/F OF TRANSMISSION ON 5650 KG/8,
NEW SERIES 7 AT 5402Z INDICATES U-BOAT IN
GENERAL AREA OF CONVOY.

MCR MADE NO DISTRIBUTION
MCR PASSED TO NCR FOR DISTRIBUTION

SECRET

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM: CTF 57
RELEASED BY: 
DATE: 2 APRIL 1944
TOR CODEROOM: 2618
DECODED BY: HENKE
PARAPHRASED BY: STEVENS/COSSON
ROUTED BY: WILLIAMS

(CTF 57 SENDS TO ANY OR ALL US NAVY SHIPS)

SUB SIGHTED 171-32 E 26-4 N AT 020502Z

Mille

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

CONTACT...ACT
16...ZG...FX97...BAD...UML...NAVTEX...

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (1) NAVREGS.)

DENAV-NCR-10

0 20517 471
MORE BY 12017.

JM1 FROM JAKOTA FIELD ARUBA ON COURSE 124 MAG, 19 MINUTES, 150 KNOTS, ALTITUDE 3500 FEET. SIGHTED COCKING TOWER AND DISAPPEARING JAKE DEAD AHEAD ON COURSE 148 MAG. CORRECT TIME 1952/01. EVALUATION POSSIBLE. PV AND SBD SENT TO POSITION. PLANES AND SURFACE CRAFT STANDING BY PENDING FULL INTERROGATION.
COM 3RD FLEET SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC. INFO COMAIRSOLS, COMAIR MUNDA, ATFC SOPAC, COMGEN FM AREA, COMGENS 2ND, 3RD, 4TH, 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS, COMGEN TOROKINA, CNB FUNAFUTI CO TONGA, CONDESIV 94, COM 7TH FLEET, CINCPAC, CONMC. MG JACK NOT AN ADEE PASS INFO COMGEN EMIRAU, CO TONGA, COMGEN 1ST ISLAND HAVE INFO ANOTHER WAY.

THIS IS DAILY SOPAC ESTIMATE OF ENEMY SUB LOCATIONS AS OF 2900L APRIL 2ND. SUB PROBABLY NORTHBOUND AREA EQUATOR 155°-165° E. ANOTHER HEADED SOUTH OFF CAPE LAMBERT. POSSIBLY A SUB WEST OF NEW HANOVER BOUND SOUTHWEST. 1 PROBABLY SOUTHBOUND NEAR 04°-05° N, 151°-160° E. NO NEW INFO 4 UNLOCATED SUBS ESTIMATED RABaul-BOUGAINVILLE AND TO SOUTHEAST.

DELIVERED TO 21-G.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974
EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED BETWEEN CASABLANCA AND CAPE ST VINCENT POSSIBLY 3615 0720 BY SIGHTING 01120Z X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 1700 1900 X 2500 2000 X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 1400S 2400 X 1000S 1600X X ABOUT FIVE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND BETWEEN 3100 1900 AND 3900 1600 OF WHICH ONE ABOUT 100 MILES NW MADEIRA FROM POOR DF 010515Z X ONE HOMEBOUND OFF TAKORADI FROM RECENT DFs PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED FARHER TO WESTWARD X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 0300S 2500 OR ALTERNATIVELY CONSIDERABLY TO THE EASTWARD X ABOUT SIX MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE MY 311704Z X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/44

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 31 MARCH 1944

EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 1900 1900 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 0200S 2500 OR ALTERNATIVELY CONSIDERABLY TO THE EASTWARD TO PASS ASCENSION TO THE EASTWARD X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 1600S 2300 X 4000S 1800E X ONE PREVIOUSLY UNLOCATED WEST OF GIBRALTAR PROBABLY WEST OF CASABLANCA FROM SIGHTING 301642Z X ONE PROBABLY HOMEBOUND WITHIN 300 MILES OF COAST BETWEEN CAPE PALMAS AND FREETOWN X ABOUT NINE MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 2700 5700 X ONE UNLOCATED WESTERN CARIBBEAN X POSSIBLY ONE SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 3200 3900 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING SOUTH OF HALIFAX/UP TO FOUR ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 4600 3600 FROM RECENT DFS X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 2230 6000 X ONE MINELAYER ESTIMATED OFF TRINIDAD X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS ALTHOUGH ENTIRELY UNFIXED X TWO ESTIMATED WESTBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES OF 4000 5900 X TWO ESTIMATED WESTBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 1500 3600 FROM DF 302332Z X TWO ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES OF 5700 3100 FROM RECENT DFS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 8-5-72

JUN 6 1974

REGRADING UNCLASSIFIED
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM
COM 3RD FLT

RELEASED BY

DATE
31 MARCH 1944

TO CODE ROOM
311634

DECODED BY
GREENE

PARAPHRASED BY

ROUTED BY

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED THIS DISPATCH WILL BE TRANSMITTED WITH DEFERRED PRECEDENCE ANX AS ADMINISTRATIVE.

BERNER INTERCEPT 310810 NCR 8282

OR FROM CORSAIRFLT

COMAIRSOL COM 7TH FLT
COMAIR WUNDA CINCPAC
COMGEN FWD AREA
COMGEN 1ST IS COM AND CO TONGA HAVE INFO
COMAIRSOL COM 7TH FLT
COMAIR WUNDA CINCPAC
AFCS SOPAC CO TONGA
COMGEN FWD AREA
COMGEN 2ND, 3RD, 4TH,
5TH IS COM, CO TONGA.
MOBJACK (NOT AN ADEE) PASS INFO
COMGEN EMIRAU.

COM 3RD FLT TO COMAIRSOPAC. INFO COMAIRSOLS, COMAIR WUNDA,
AFCS SOPAC, COMGEN FWD AREA, COMGENs 2ND, 3RD, 4TH, 5TH
IS COMS, COMGENs SAMOA, GREEN, TOROKINA, CNB FUNAFUTI, CDD
94, COM 7TH FLT, CINCPAC. MOBJACK (NOT AN ADEE) PASS INFO
COMGEN EMIRAU. COMGEN 1ST IS COM AND CO TONGA HAVE INFO

ESTIMATED POSITIONS ORANGE SUBMARINES 1 APRIL 1944.

SOPAC.

PROBABLY 1 NORTH BOUND WEST OF NEW HANOVER. ANOTHER IN

RABAUL. POSSIBLY ONE SOUTHBOUND AREA EQUATOR 150-00 W.

IN RA-

UP TO 4 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED WHICH 1 ESTIMATED RAB-

BAUL TWO

NORTHAPAPA ON RUNS TO BOUGAINVILLE AND 1 PATROLLING TO

SOUTHEAST OF SOLOMONS.

DELIVERED TO 20G

DECLASSIFIED

OSD Letter, 5-8-72

JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art 76 (g) NAVREGS.)

OPNAV-NCR-15

310810 45

REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED
**NAVAL MESSAGE**

**FROM**
COM 3RD FLEET

**RELEASED BY**

**DATE**
31 MARCH 1944

**TOR CODEROOM**
301628

**DECoded BY**
BERNER

**PARAPHRASED BY**
IMRIE

**ROUTED BY**

**OPINION FILL IN DATE AND TIME:**

**FISHER** 300612 NCR 7307

**ORIGINATING FILL IN DATE AND TIME:**

**DATE**

**TIME**

**ACTION**

---

**INTERCEPT**

**COM 3RD FLEET TO COMAIRSOPAC. INFO COMAIRSOLS COMAIR MUNDA ALL TFG'S SOPAC COMGEN FORWARD AREA COMGENS 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH ISLAND COMS COMGENS SAMOA GREEN TOROKINA COMNAVBASE FUNAFUTI COMDES DIV 94 COM 7TH FLEET CINCPAC. MOBJACK ( NOT AN ADEE) PASS INFO COMGEN EMIRAU. COMGEN 1ST ISLAND COM AND COMGEN TONGA HAVE INFO BY OTHER MEANS.**

**JAP SUB POSITION ESTIMATED ( 3 GARBLED GROUPS) ØØL MARCH 31. PROBABLY 1 NORTHBOUND FOR AREA Ø3-ØØ S 149-ØØ E. ANOTHER HEADED WEST TO NORTHWEST NEAR Ø(GARBLED GROUP) S 152-ØØ E. 1 POSSIBLY IN RABAUL. 2 OTHER UNLOCATED ESTIMATED RABAUL BOUGAINVILLE AREA. NO NEW INFO ON SUB ESTIMATED SOUTHWEST OF SOLOMONS.**

**DECLASSIFIED**

OSD Letter, 5-3-74

**1 COPY TO 2ØG**

**JUN 6 1974**

---

**DECLASSIFIED**
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
COMINCH U-BOAT ESTIMATE 30 MARCH

EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND OFF CAPE FINISTERRE X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 300 MILES SOUTH TO SW OF CAPE POMAIS POSSIBLY SIGHTED 2618212Z AT 0028S 0730W X UP TO SIX ESTIMATED WITHIN 50 MILES OF LINE BETWEEN 2900 1900 AND 4200 1300 MOVING S OR SW X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 1800S 2200 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 2300 1900 X ABOUT 6 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE PREVIOUSLY PATROLLING WESTERN CARIBBEAN NOW ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 2100 6200 FROM DF 3000462 X ONE MINELAYER OFF TRINIDAD X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WESTWARD WITHIN 200 MILES OF 2700 5400 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X ONE OFF HALIFAX X ONE ENTIRELY UNLOCATED MAY BE SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES OF 3300 3900 X TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 150 MILES OF 5300 2900 FROM RECENT DFS X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z X ONE UNLOCATED OFF PANAMA EXPECTED TO START HOMeward SHORTLY X UP TO TWO ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES OF 1500 3700 FROM DF 3001262 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X TWO ESTIMATED WESTBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES OF 4100 5600 X FOUR ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES OF 4600 3500 FROM RECENT DFS PROBABLY MOVING WEST OR SOUTHWEST X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMING U-BOAT ESTIMATE 29 March

EAST OF 26°W

Two estimated moving SW within 150 miles of 39°00' 18°00' X
One homeward estimated within 200 miles of 20°00' 20°00' X
One probably returning within 200 miles of Cape Palmas X
Another poorly fixed in general area south of Cape of Good Home
Probably homeward X Two estimated moving SW within 150 miles
SW and NW respectively from Madeira X about 5 EN route to and
From French bases between 26° and Bay of Biscay X

WEST OF 26°W

Two entirely unfixed Western Caribbean X One not recently
Located probably moving SW within 200 miles of 25°00' 52°00' X
Up to three estimated westbound in general area 4°00' to 1°200
North 5°00' to 5°50' West X up to four estimated moving SW
Within 100 miles of line joining 4°S 4°W and 4°S 32°W from
Recent DFS X Two estimated patrolling from recent DFS X
5°30' 29°00' X 5°70' 28°00' X One estimated southbound within
300 miles east to NE of St Paul Rocks X One minelayer
Estimated off Trinidad X One unlocated estimated patrolling
General area South of Hatteras X One patrolling off Halifax X
One 51°36' 31°50' by attack about 28°21'00' X One possibly two in
General area about 800 miles west of Cape Verde islands by
Indefinite DF 29°03'08'' X Enemy U-boat estimate 120°02' X

Destroy after necessary information has been obtained.

DECLASSIFIED
CSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26°:
One MAY BE MOVING W OR SW 3330 1800 FROM SOUNDED CONTACT 2721052X One
ESTIMATED WENT PASTAS TO TAKODA IT PROBABLY HOMeward One
Moving SW within 150 MILES OF 3100 2800 X One ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN
100 MILES OF 3600 1800 X ONE HOMeward WITHIN 200 MILES OF 22003 1500X
ABOUT SIX TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN DAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:
One POSSIBLY 1030 7900 BT CONTACT 2906006X ONE MINIATURE VICINITY TRINIDAD X
TWO MOVING W OR SW 1800 3500 BT DP 2610132X 14600 3700 FRM DP 2501222X UP TO
TEN PATROLLING GENERAL AREA 5000 TO 6000 NORTH AND EAST OF 3000M FROM RECENT
SCATTERED DFP X ONE UNFIXED ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X
One UNFIXED JAMAICA TO PANAMA X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING W OR SW WITHIN 200
MILES OF 2600 1900 X THREE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES OF FOLLOWING
POSTS X 1400 1900 X 1600 2300 X 1400 1600 X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING W OR SW WITHIN
150 MILES 1700 3100 X ONE SOUTH OF HALIFAX X

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

DECLASSIFIED
OBD Letter, 8-3-72
JUN 6 1974
EAST OF 26°N

ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 200 MILES OF 33°10' 25°00' X ONE UNLOCATED MAY BE HOMEBOUND CAPE PALMAS TO TAKASADI X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES OF 06°00' 28°00' X ONE MOVING NW WITHIN 200 MILES OF 21°03' 16°01' X ABOUT SIX TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26°W X

MOVED ONE DOW FROM SEVERAL DEGREES

WEST OF 26°N

TWO UNFIXED JAMAICA TO PANAMA OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY A AREA 1200 7700 FROM RADAR CONTACT 261300Z X ONE UNLOCATED ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 3900 4000 NOW ESTIMATED GENERAL AREA 1300 1700 MOVING SW X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5300 3000 X 5500 2900 X ONE MINIATER ESTIMATED VICINITY TRINIDAD X ONE OFF HALIFAX X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 1200 5100 FROM RADAR CONTACT 261120Z X ONE WESTBOUND 4000 5200 FROM PERISCOPE SIGHTING 261110Z X FOUR ESTIMATED MOVING W OR SW AREA 1600 TO 1900 AND 2800 TO 3300 X

ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED ESTIMATED MOVING W OR SW WITHIN 200 MILES OF 2700 1600 X

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:

FIVE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 100 MILES OF A LINE FROM 3300 2200 TO 1400 1300 X ABOUT 13 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED TAKOFADI TO LAGOS X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 2800S 1200 HOMEBOUND X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE CONFIRMED AS MINELAYER FROM PORT CASTRES REPORT ESTIMATED VICINITY OF TRINIDAD POSSIBLY 09-30 6000 BY SIGHTING 251106Z X ONE UNFIXED ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X ONE WESTBOUND AREA 1400 5000 FROM POOR DP 250604Z AND ANOTHER WESTBOUND SAME GENERAL AREA FROM UNCERTAIN DP 242307Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WEST OR SW WITHIN 150 MILES 2900 4200 X SEVERAL ESTIMATED MOVING WEST OR SW WITHIN 300 MILES 4800 2900 X TWO UNFIXED JAMAICA TO PANAMA X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/25 X ONE OFF HALIFAX FROM RADAR CONTACT 241839Z X ONE SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 100 MILES 4100 1400 X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 3900 3000 X 5500 3000 X
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 24 MARCH 1944

EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES OF 3000S 1000W HOMEBOUND X ONE EASTERN GULF OF GUINEA WHICH MAY BE RETURNING SHORTLY X ABOUT NINE MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W

WEST OF 26W:

ONE POSSIBLY MINE LAYER ESTIMATED OFF TRINIDAD X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING IN GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS ALTHOUGH NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES OF 4200 5100 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES OF 4100 3800 X SEVERAL ESTIMATED WITHIN 100 MILES OF 4800 2800 POSSIBLY MOVING WEST OR SW X TWO UNLOCATED IN WESTERN CARIBBEAN BETWEEN JAMAICA AND PANAMA OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY NORTH OF CRISTOBAL FROM RECENT CONTACTS X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z X ONE OFF HALIFAX FROM RECENT SIGHTING AND CONTACTS X ONE MOVING SW AREA 4300 4800 FROM POOR DF 240004Z X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DES X 6000 3200 X 5500 3000 X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES OF 3000 4000 MOVING WEST OR SW X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-8-72
JUN 8 1974

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
EAST OF 26W:

ONE EASTERN GULF OF GUINEA X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND OFF LISBON X
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING NW AREA 32°00'S 08°00'W X ABOUT ELEVEN MOVING TO AND FROM
FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

NO FRESH INFORMATION EXCEPT ONE LOCALITY 14°00' 63°00' BY DFS 02°55'Z AND 03°12'Z ALL
23/3 PROBABLY REPORTING TORPEDOING OF WATUKA 22°08'56"Z X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE
1200Z X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD LETTER, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE

EAST OF 26°W:
One estimated moving NW area 3300S 0600 X one off Lagos X
One southbound 1400 0930 from DF 220519Z X one estimated
Southbound area 1700S and prime meridian X about 12 EN route
to and from French bases between Bay of Biscay and 26°W X

WEST OF 26°W:
One possibly mine layer off Trinidad X one estimated patrolling
off Halifax X two estimated southbound within 150 miles of
1500 1400 from DF 220906Z X one unlocated Denmark Strait X
Several unfixed in general area southwest of Cape Verde
Islands X two unfixed in general area Aruba-Jamaica-Panama X
One unlocated eastern sea frontier probably patrolling in
general area south of Matternas X one estimated moving SW area
1400 1600 X two patrolling from recent DF X 6000 3200 X
5500 3000 X one estimated westbound area 3200 3500 X

Destroy after necessary information
has been obtained.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W: ONE MOVING NW 3500S Q/000 FROM POOR DF 2100082 X ONE OFF LAGOS FROM ATTACK 200330Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 4000 1800 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES OF 1400S AND PRIDE MERIDIAN X ABOUT 13 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W: ONE ESTIMATED BETWEEN CRISTOBAL AND BARBADOS X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES SOUTH OF FLEMISH CAP X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 3200 X 5500 2900 X NORTH ATLANTIC CONCENTRATION UNCHANGED X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z X ONE WITHIN 200 MILES OF TRINIDAD X ONE UNFIXED JAMAICA TO PANAMA POSSIBLY 2200 7230 FROM RADAR CONTACT 21031122 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES SW OF SABLE ISLAND X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 14630 3700 X 5030 3500 X ONE UNLOCATED DENMARK STRAIT X ONE WESTBOUND 3200 3300 FROM POOR DF 21041122 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COM 3RD FLEET ADMIN SENDS ACTION COMAIRSOPAC INFO COMAIRSOPAC INFO COMAIRSOSOLO ALL TFC'S SOPAC COMMANDS FORWARD AREA 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH ISLAND COMMANDS SAMCA GREEN TOROKINA COMNAVBASE FANAPUTI COM 7TH FLEET CINCPAC COMSOPAC ADVON, GO TONGA COMGEN 1ST ISLAND HAVE INFO ANOTHER WAY

REFER TO THIS AS BY 210600.

ESTIMATE OF JAP SUBMARINE POSITIONS SOPAC AREA AS OF 1900L 22 MARCH.

1 ESTIMATED NORTHBOUND ANOTHER SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES EQUATOR 155-00E.

(* **) SOUTHBOUND AREA EQUATOR 149-00E. UP TO 3 ESTIMATED ESTIMATED RASAOUL-BOUGAINVILLE RUNS. POSSIBLY 1 SANTO AREA OR TO NORTH AND ANOTHER NEW HANOVER AREA. 1 OR 2 IN RASAOUL FROM SIGHTING 1150L 21.

*RECEIVED AS 210658

1 COPY TO 2-0-0

**LETTERS MISSING ON CODE

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-8-72
JUN 6-1974

MAKE ORIGINAL ONLY. DELIVER TO CODE ROOM WATCH OFFICER IN PERSON. (SEE ART. 76 (4) NAV REGS.)

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/94
EAST OF 26W:
ONE INDEFINITELY FIXED IS ESTIMATED MOVING SW GENERAL AREA 3000 - 2500 X
ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 1200S 0100W X ONE WESTERN GULF OF GUATEMA
ABOUT TWELVE TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE SE OF BARBADOS FROM DP 200825Z POSSIBLY MADE LATER X ONE UNFIXED SOUTH OF
JAMAICA X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING SW OF SABLE ISLAND IN CANADIAN COASTAL
AREA X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 18003600 FROM DP 200207Z X 52003400 X
ONE UNLOCATED DENMARK STRAIT X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED MAY BE WESTBOUND AREA 3300
3300 X NONE OF THE LARGER NUMBER OF CONTACTS OFF PANAMA CAN BE POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED
AS W/B WHICH MAY BE PATROLLING PARTNER TO THE WESTWARD WITHIN 150 MILES OF
BARANQUILLA X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF CAPE HATTERAS X
ONE ESTIMATED VICINITY FLEMISH CAP MOVING SW X ONE PATROLLING AREA 6600 3200
FROM RECENT DFS X RECENT DFS SUGGEST MAJOR ENEMY CONCENTRATION IS PATROLLING GENERAL
AREA NORTH OF 1700 AND EAST OF 3800 X SEVERAL POORLY FIXED IN GENERAL AREA WEST OF
CAPE VENERE ISLANDS X

DISTINCT WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

451
COMMON SUB ESTIMATE FOR 19 MARCH 1944

EAST OF 26N:
One estimated moving SW within 300 miles SW of Madeira X. One hot recently located Eastern Gulf of Guinea X. One previously unfixed west of Freetown may be moving westward within 400 miles south to SW of Cape Verde Islands X. One estimated southbound within 200 miles of 1000S 0200 X about ten to and from French ports between Bay of Biscay and 26N X.

WEST OF 26N:
One unlocated general area Jamaica to Panama X. One estimated within 100 miles NW of Flemish Cap moving SW X. Two patrolling from recent DFS X 5000 3200 X 5300 3000 X. One possibly 1100 7700 from radar contact 162155z X. One entirely unfixed may be in Trinidad area X. One 4230 6300 from radar contact 181515z X. Two southbound within 100 miles 5300 3700 from uncertain DF 190014z X. One estimated patrolling general area south of Hatteras X. No fresh information other areas X.

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION IS OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974
DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 18 MARCH 1944.

EAST OF 26°:

ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 300 MILES WEST OF MADEIRA POSSIBLY FROM RADAR CONTACT 171835Z X ABOUT NINE TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN 20 OF FRENCH AND 26W X ONE UNFIXED WITHIN 400 MILES WEST OF FREETOWN X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHWEST WITHIN 200 MILES 0800S 0300W X ONE EASTERN GULF OF GUINEA X

WEST OF 26°:

CANCEL PORTION OF MY 171625 REFERRING TO ONE ESTIMATED 10027821 X THIS U-BOAT REMAINS UNLOCATED IN GENERAL AREA JAMAICA TO PANAMA X 1200Z/18 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING HALIFAX TO SABLE ISLAND X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES OF 5000 3500 X ONE 3900 3300 BY POOR DP 180626Z X ONE NORTHEAST OF CRISTOBAL POSSIBLY 1100 7730 FROM RADAR CONTACT 180453Z X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED MAY BE IN TRINIDAD AREA X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X ONE MOVING SOUTH OR SW 1400 2100 FROM POOR DP 180005Z X NORTH ATLANTIC CONCENTRATION UNCHANGED X IN VIEW OF TOTAL LACK OF INFORMATION ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED WESTBOUND 1400 5600 NOW CONSIDERED DOUBTFUL X

RECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

DECLASSIFIED

JUN 6 1974

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

RECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/8/94
SD WASHINGTON DC 17 559 P
FOR OPNAV FROM STATE
FOLLOWING REC'D FROM MONROVIA DATE 3 16 44 1 PM
NO 66.

PRESIDENT TUBMAN RECEIVED FROM CAPE PALMAS
SUPERINTENDENT BREWER THE FOLLOWING
RADIOGRAM ON THE 15TH OF MARCH

"IT WAS REPORTED BY THE DETAIL STATIONED AT FISHTOWN
RIVER LAST NIGHT THAT IT WAS OBSERVED A DARK OBJECT AT APPROX-
IMATELY 8 O'CLOCK THROWING IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS ON THE
BEACH A BRILLIANT LIGHT AND COMING FROM THE DIRECTION OF NEMIA
AFTER REACHING THE BAR MOUTH THE DARK OBJECT CAME TO A HALT AND
FOR HOURS STAYED IN THAT POSITION SUBMERGING AND RETURNING
TO THE SURFACE THERE WAS LOW TIDE THE DISTANCE OF THE OBJECT
FROM THE GUARDS WAS APPROXIMATELY 100 FEET IT WAS RECOGNIZED
BY 1 GUARD AS BEING A SUBMARINE SINCE HE HAD SEEN ONE PREVIOUSLY
THE DETAIL HURRIED TO FISHTOWN AND BROUGHT BACK FOR THE PURPOSE
OF VIEWING THE OBJECT SOME SPECTATORS IT IS EXPECTED
THAT A FURTHER REPORT WILL BE MADE ON THE MORNING OF THE 15TH
AND IT WILL BE SENT IN AT A LATER TIME.

SIG WALTON.
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 17 MARCH 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ONE EASTERN GULF OF GUINEA X ABOUT 8 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE UNLOCATED POSSIBLY WITHIN 400 MILES OF FREETOWN X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES NW TO SW OF MADEIRA X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 0600S 0400 X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE 1001 7821 BY ATTACK 170844 AND FROM RADAR CONTACT 161905 X ALL TIMES ZEBRA X 1200/17 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING IN GENERAL AREA SOUTH OF HATTERAS X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW ABOUT 100 MILES SOUTH OF FLEMISH CAP X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 5200 3400 X SEVERAL ESTIMATED WEST OF CAPE VERDE ISLANDS FROM ATTACK 161820 AND DF 170253 X ONE ESTIMATED LOCALITY 1100 7800 MOVING EASTWARD FROM ATTACK 0915, SIGHTING 0720, CONTACT 0530, AND DFS 0645, 0657 AND 0711 ALL 17 MARCH X ONE ESTIMATED MAYS IN TRINIDAD AREA X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WEST OF SABLE ISLAND X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED MAY BE WESTBOUND WITHIN 300 MILES 1100 5600 X MAIN ENEMY CONCENTRATION APPEARS TO BE EAST OF 3300W AND NORTH OF 1400 X FROM SCATTERED DFS PAST SEVERAL DAYS AND ATTACK 161618 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-5-14
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/8/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 16 MARCH 1944

EAST OF 26W:
POSSIBLY ONE WESTBOUND GENERAL AREA 3300 2100 OR ALTERNATIVELY WEST OF CANARY ISLANDS MOVING SW X. ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 200 MILES OF 3100 1900 X ONE EASTERN GULF OF GUINEA X ONE UNLOCATED FREETOWN TO CAPE VERDE ISLANDS X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND GENERAL AREA 0400S 0600 W FROM INDEFINITE DF X ABOUT SIX MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 3200 X 5500 3000 X 1700 3000 X ONE ABOUT 100 MILES NE OF CRISTOBAL FROM CONTACT 155900Z AND ATTACK 1600/25Z X ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 12002/16 X NO FRESH INFORMATION FROM OTHER AREAS X

DESTRUCTOR WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
SD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/8/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:
Possibly one westbound area 3300 2200 or alternatively moving SW somewhat to the SE of this point X one indefinitely fixed estimated moving SW 3600 1800 X one eastern Gulf of Guinea X one indefinitely fixed general area Cape Verde Islands to Freetown probably moving NW X about eight moving to and from French ports between Bay of Biscay and 26W X.

WEST OF 26W:
One unlocated Denmark Strait X two estimated moving SW X 5500 3100 X 4900 4100 X one estimated patrolling west of Sable Island X two not recently located estimated patrolling western Caribbean between Jamaica and Panama X one estimated moving south or SE within 200 miles of 2400 3600 X enemy U/Boat estimate 12002/15 X three patrolling from recent DES X 5900 3300 X 5400 3000 X 4700 3300 X one not recently fixed may be westbound within 300 miles of 4200 5000 X one estimated eastern seafrontier general area south of Hatteras X possibly one off Trinidad X three indefinitely fixed within 400 miles north to west of Cape Verde Islands moving southward X.

Destroy when necessary information has been obtained.
POSSIBLY ONE WESTBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES WEST OF MADEIRA X ONE INDEFINITELY FIXED BETWEEN FREETOWN AND CAPE VERDE ISLANDS PROBABLY MOVING NW X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 2000S 1900 MOVING SE X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SW WITHIN 300 MILES NORTH OF MADEIRA X ONE PATROLLING EASTERN GULF OF GUINEA X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES 2100 2300 ALTHOUGH NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X ABOUT 12 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

1200Z/14 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 3400 7200 OR ALTERNATIVELY ABOUT 200 MILES TO THE NE FROM CONTACT 1319/46Z X ONE UNLOCATED POSSIBLY WESTBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 4200 4700 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 4800 3100 FROM DF 1406/12Z X POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW AREA 5100 3900 X TWO NOT WELL FIXED IN WESTERN CARIBBEAN OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY WEST OF CARTAGENA FROM CONTACT 1401/20Z X ONE UNLOCATED DENMARK STRAIT X ONE ENTIRELY UNLOCATED POSSIBLY WITHIN 300 MILES EAST TO SE OF TRINIDAD X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING SW OR SABLE ISLAND X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 2600 3700 X RECENT DF ACTIVITY SUGGESTS PROBABLE WESTWARD MOVEMENT OF MAIN ENEMY CONCENTRATION INDEFINITELY FIXED IN GENERAL AREA NORTH OF 5000N BETWEEN 2500 AND 3000W X
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE 13 MARCH

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 2400 2000 X VICINITY MADEIRA FROM RECENT DF X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE GENERAL AREA 1800S 2000 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 3800 1700 X ONE EASTERN GULF OF GUINEA X ABOUT 10 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED POSSIBLY WITHIN 300 MILES NE TO EAST OF TRINIDAD X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES SOUTH TO SW OF SABLE ISLAND PATROLLING X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 1800 3600 X 5300 2900 X 5900 3200 X RECENT ATTACKS AND DFS INDICATE MAIN CONCENTRATION PATROLLING EAST OF 2600W BETWEEN 5000 AND 6000W X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SW WITHIN 200 MILES 1600 3500 NOT WELL FIXED X TWO UNFIXED GENERAL AREA BETWEEN JAMAICA AND PANAMA OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY NE OF CRISTOBAL FROM ATTACK 130827Z X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 3400 7100 MOVING SW X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 4200 4500 NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 5300 3800 X 5600 3000 X ONE WESTBOUND AREA 1620 2800 FROM ATTACK 130145Z AND POOR DF 130755Z X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 2800 3700 X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Ltr 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974
DESTRUCT AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/94
EAST OF 26°:
ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED MAY BE MOVING SW AREA 3900 1600 X ONE EASTERN GULF OF GUINEA X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREAS X 3100 1900 NOT WELL FIXED X 2500 2000 X ABOUT TEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:
TWO UNFIXED PANAMA TO WINDWARD PASSAGE OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY 1100 7930 FROM RADAR CONTACTS 111315% AND 111995% AND OTHER MAY BE SE OF JAMAICA FIRM RADAR CONTACT 112330% X ONE ESTIMATED GENERAL AREA 3500 6900 MAY BE MOVING SW X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 3000 X 4900 3600 X 5400 2800 X ONE UNFIXED DENMARK STRAIT X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED MAY BE MOVING SW AREA 1300 5600 X TWO ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREAS X 4200 5900 X 4200 4200 NOT WELL FIXED X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 5500 3600 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
COMMERCIAL ESTIMATE FOR 11 MARCH

EAST OF 26N:
TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 3000 1000 NOT WELL FIXED X 2000 1900 X ONE EASTERN COLD OF GUINEA X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING IN AREA 1000 2100 X ABOUT ELEVEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN DAY OF DISNEY AND 26N X

WEST OF 26N:
TWO UNLOCATED IN GENERAL AREA WINDWARD PASSAGE TO PANAMA X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING IN AREA 3600 6700 OR SOMewhat TO WESTWARD X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 2900 1100 X 2600 2900 X 1800 3800 X ONE UNFIXED DRIBBLE STRAIT X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED MAY BE MOVING IN AREA 2100 5300 X TWO ESTIMATED WESTBOUND X 1300 5600 X 1300 3900 NOT WELL FIXED X POSSIBLY ONE SOUTHBOUND GENERAL AREA 5700 3600 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

[Signature]

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/2/94

Regraded Unclassified
F-21.

COMING SUB ESTIMATED 10 MARCH

EAST OF 26W:
One estimated moving NW area 0800 2100 X two estimated southbound X 3000 1900 X area 3500 1800 not well fixed X one unlocated eastern Gulf of Guinea X about 13 en route to and from French bases between Bay of Biscay and 26W X.

WEST OF 26W:
1200Z/10 enemy sub estimate X one unfixed may be westbound area 1300 5200 X two homebound within 100 miles 1700 2600 X possibly one southbound within 150 miles 5800 3300 X two estimated moving south or SW X 2800 2700 X 2100 3100 not well fixed X one entirely unfixed may be moving SW within 200 miles 1500 5200 X two estimated patrolling in general area between Panama and Windward Passage X one estimated moving SW area 3700 6400 or somewhat to westward X three patrolling from recent DFS X 3900 3000 X 5400 2900 X 1800 3800 X.
Main enemy concentration of approximately fifteen U-boats estimated patrolling east of 2700W between 5000 and 6000N from recent DFS and attack 092100Z X one west or NW of Reykjavik from sighting on 8 March possibly moving northward X two estimated southbound within 150 miles of following positions X 3100 3800 X 1200 2800 X possibly one westbound area 1300 3600 X.

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 1/12/74
COMING SUB ESTIMATE 9 MARCH

EAST OF 26°: ONE ESTIMATED MOVING NW AREA 0700-1900 X ONE EASTERN GULF OF GUINEA X ABOUT 1½ EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°: ONE UNLOCATED WINDWARD PASSAGE OR TO SOUTHWARD X ONE ESTIMATED AREA 3800-6100 OR SOMETHING TO WESTWARD MOVING WEST OF SW X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 300 MILES SOUTH OF CAPE RACE WESTBOUND X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 1700-2800 X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3000-2600 X 2200-3000 NOT RECENTLY FIXED X ONE IN GENERAL AREA NE OF CHRISTOPH FROM TORPEDOING RALEDA 0700/07 X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/09 X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED POSSIBLY GENERAL AREA 1700-5000 MOVING SW X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DPS X 5200-3000 X 5200-3000 X 4800-3500 X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 3600-3800 X 1000S 2100 X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED POSSIBLY GENERAL AREA 4300-3400 WESTBOUND X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED X

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 8-8-72
JUN 8 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

(1/5)
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE 8 MARCH

EAST OF 26°:
ONE OFF FERNANDO PO FROM TORPEDOING 052133Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 3200 2500 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND ABOUT 300 MILES SW OF FREETOWN X ABOUT 14 IN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN DAY OF BISCOY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:
ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 3800 5800 OR POSSIBLY AREA 3700 6200 FROM CONTACT 072510Z X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND AREA 1300 5000 ALTHOUGH NOT RECENTLY LOCATED X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 3200 X 3200 3600 X 5300 3000 X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND ABOUT 150 MILES NORTH TO NW OF FLORES X TWO INDEFINITELY FIXED IN CARIBBEAN BETWEEN WINDWARD PASSAGE AND PANAMA X POSSIBLY ONE WITHIN 200 MILES 1800 1800 MOVING SW X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 1700 3100 X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X 3800 3800 X 0800S 2500 X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/08 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-8-72

REDECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-8-72
JUN 6 1974

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12355, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94
EAST OF 26°:

ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 0600 2500 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND GENERAL AREA 0500 1500 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW 1600 2300 FROM ATTACKS 062105Z AND 2115Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE WITHIN 300 MILES 2300 1500 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING BETWEEN CAPE FADDA AND TAKORADI X ABOUT SEVENTEEN TO ABD FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:

THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 0600 1800 X 1400 2500 X 1700 3600 X TWO ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 0800 2800 MOVING NORTH OR NW X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND ABOUT 300 MILES WEST OF FLORES X ONE UNLOCATED CENTRAL CARIBBEAN BETWEEN AMERICA AND CRISTOBAL PROBABLY MOVING SW X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 1730 3300 X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED MAY BE MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES 1900 0600 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WINDWARD PASSAGE FROM SIGHTING 070425Z X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION IS OBTAINED
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM
ADMIRALTY

RELEASED BY

DATE
7 March 1944

TOR CODE ROOM
655

DECODED BY
JORDAN-LOBS

PARAPHRASED BY
JOHNSON-4 (29) UK

Routed by
CALLS/MORRIS

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED THIS DISPATCH WILL BE TRANSMITTED WITH DEFERRED PRECEDENCE AND AS ADMINISTRATIVE.

OP PRIORITY
ROUTINE
DEFERRED

OP PRIORITY
ROUTINE
DEFERRED

OP PRIORITY
ROUTINE
DEFERRED

IF OPERATIONAL CHECK BELOW

7.331A

ORIGINATING FILL IN DATE AND TIME:

DATE

TIME

GCT

ACTION

F-0
F-01
F-02
F-03
F-05
F-07
F-1
F-2
F-3
F-4
F-20
F-21
F-22
F-30
F-31
F-32
F-33
F-34
F-35
F-36
F-37
F-38
F-39
F-40
F-41
F-42
F-43
F-44
F-45
FX01
FX30
FX37
FX40
IG-00
VCNO

DECLASSIFIED
JAN 912 147-07
BY RT, NARA, DATE 4/18/94

SECRET

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)

OP NAV-NC-45

070831

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 6 MARCH

EAST OF 26°W:
ONE ESTIMATED DEPARTING CAPE PALMAS AREA FOR HOME X ONE PATROLLING OFF TAKORADI X ABOUT TEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26°W X

WEST OF 26°W:
THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 3100 X 5300 3000 X 4800 3700 X
TWO ESTIMATED WESTBOUND X 3900 5200 X ABOUT 200 MILES NORTH OF Horta
FROM ATTACK 041300Z X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 1600 3500 X
AREA 1300 5300 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WEST OR SW ABOUT 200 MILES SOUTH OF FLEMISH CAP X TWO UNLOCATED WINDWARD PASSAGE – ARUBA – PANAMA TRIANGLE X MAIN ENEMY CONCENTRATION APPEARS TO BE PATROLLING EAST OF 3000N BETWEEN 4500 AND 5500N FROM RECENT DFS AND ATTACK 051101Z X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREA 4100 3700 X ONE UNLOCATED MAY BE MOVING SW AREA 2000 4400 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26°:
ONE MOVING SW WITHIN 100 MILES 3100 1900 X ABOUT 11° TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X ONE PROBABLY MOVING WESTWARD X ONE PATROLLING EAST OF TAKORADI X

WEST OF 26°:
ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 3900 5000 X ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 1400 3700 X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 1330 3200 X ONE ESTIMATED WINDOW PASSAGE SOUTHBOUND X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/05 X ONE ESTIMATED AREA 1300 5500 MAY BE HOMEBOUND X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 1450 1100 X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREAS X 1200 3700 X 0200S 2500 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DF'S X 5900 3100 X 1400 3700 X 5300 2900 X ONE POSSIBLY 1100 7600 FROM RADAR CONTACTS Q4114114 AND Q419182 X ONE UNFIXED POSSIBLY AREA 2100 4200 MOVING SW X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SE WITHIN 200 MILES 1700S 1800 X ONE
ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 3600 1800 X ONE PATROLLING EAST OF TAKORADI
FROM ATTACK 012116 X ABOUT 13 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN NAY
OF RISCAY AND 26W X ONE INDEFINITELY FIXED WITHIN 1400 MILES OF CAPE
PAILMAS X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED HOMeward AREA 4600 4000 X ONE SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200
MILES 4600 3700 X ONE UNLOCATED CENTRAL CARIBBEAN PROBABLY MOVING
WEST OR SW X POSSIBLY ONE AREA 2200 4000 MOVING SW X ENEMY SUB ESTI-
MATE 12000/04 MARCH X POSSIBLY ONE AREA 1300 5600 FROM SIGHTING
040216Z X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 300 MILES EAST OF ST PUAL
ROCKS X ONE ESTIMATED ABOUT 150 MILES EAST OF FLEMMISH CAP MOVING SW X
TWO ESTIMATED WESTBOUND X 1330 2800 X 1400 4700 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTH-
BOUND WITHIN 150 MILES OF WINDWARD PASSAGE X THREE PATROLLING FROM
RECENT DFS X 3900 3100 X 3400 2900 X 4700 3600 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-2-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/2/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 3 MARCH 1944

EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING OFF FRENCHON F possibly one moving SW within 150 MILES 1000 1600 X one previously estimated off Takoradi may be starting homeward X about 1/4 moving to and from French ports between Bay of Biscay and 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X 2300 7200 X 1500 7100 X one within 150 MILES EAST WO SE OF FLEMISH CAP FROM DF 0307522 possibly homeward 2 two estimated southbound within 150 MILES 4700 3700 X possibly one westbound about 300 MILES NORTH OF AZORES X 1200/03 enemy sub estimate x one unlocated may be westbound within 200 MILES 4000 4400 X one unlocated Canadian coastal area possibly patrolling vicinity Sable Island or alternatively homeward 3 three patrolling from recent DF's X 9900 3100 X 5300 3000 X 4800 3500 X one unlocated may be moving SW within 200 MILES 2300 3800 although quite likely southbound well to eastward X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 2 MARCH 1914

EAST OF 26W

TWO PATROLLING DAKAR TO TAKORADI X IN VIEW OF NEGATIVE SEARCH BY CARD GROUP
CONSIDER ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED MOVING SW NOW PROBABLY SOUTHBOUND AREA
2000 2000 X TWO SOUTHBOUND ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X
0600 2700 X 1300 2000 X ABOUT 14 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN
BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W

MOVING W OR SW
THREE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X
1000 1/200 X 2100 7000 X 1500 7000 X TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA
OF WHICH ONE POSSIBLY WEST OF FLEMISH CAP FROM UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS 011230
- 1250 X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 4800 3700 X 12002/02
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X OTHER AREAS UNCHANGED X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date √12/14
COMING SUB ESTIMATE 29 FEBRUARY

EAST OF 26W1
ONE PATROLLING BETWEEN DAKAR AND FREETOWN X ABOUT 150 MILES SW OF TAKORADI FROM ATTACK 2711112 X ABOUT 16 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAI AND 26W1

WEST OF 26W1
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WEST OF SW AREA 1600 X 6700 POSSIBLY SIGHTED BY AIRCRAFT AT 2815122 AND 2817382 X TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 3000 X 5000 3000 X 4800 3600 X ONE UNLOCATED MAY BE MOVING SOUTH OR SW WITHIN 200 MILES 2900 X 3100 X MAIN ENEMY CONCENTRATION APPEARS TO BE WITHIN 150 MILES 4700 2500 FROM RECENT DFS AND CONTACT 2909122 X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 200 MILES 2600 6600 X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 1300 3700 MOVING WEST OR SW X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 5100 3500 X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 0900 3000 X 0900 3000 FROM SIGHTING 2813112 X 1200Z/29 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
COMMON SUE ESTIMATE FOR 28 FEBRUARY

EAST OF 26°:

ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 1300S 2300 X ONE CAPE PALMAS TO TARABDI FROM ATTACK 261746S AND CONTACT 262356S X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED DARBAR TO FRONTIERS X ABOUT FIFTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:

TWO UNFIXED CANADIAN COASTAL ZONE X ONE ESTIMATED AREA 1600 6600 MOVING WEST OR SW X TWO PATHFINDERS FROM RECENT DFS X 5000 3000 X 1700 3700 X
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 200 MILES 2700 6400 X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 1300 3600 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN REQUIESCENT INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12355, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94
DATE: 27 FEBRUARY 1964

EAST OF 26°:
ONE MOVING SE 2400S 1500 X TWO NOT RECENTLY FIXED DAKAR TO CAPE PALMAS
PATROLLING X POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW AREA 4000 1600 X ONE ESTIMATED
SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES OF 1100S 2300 X ABOUT FIFTEEN TO AND FROM
FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 200 MILES 2800 6200 X ONE 6006 3108
BY SIGHTING 271219Z X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WESTWARD WITHIN 150 MILES
4330 3300 X ONE SW OF ALEGADA PASSAGE FROM ATTACK 260612Z OR ALTERNATIVELY
APPROACHING PASSAGE SOUTHBOUND FROM RADAR CONTACTS 260126Z AND 260100Z X
TWO UNFIXED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DPS X 5500
2900 X 4800 3300 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY ANY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72

JUN 6 1974
EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED AREA 3200 2500 MOVING SW X ABOUT 13 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE CAPE ST VINCENT TO GIBRALTAR X

TWO PATROLLING DAKAR TO CAPE PALMAS X ONE SOUTHBOUND 0900S 2300 FROM SIGHTING 251246Z X ONE 2200S 1700 FROM POOR DF 252118Z MOVING SE X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED APPROACHING ANEGADA PASSAGE X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 3000 X 5400 3000 X 4900 3000 X ONE SOUTHBOUND 0900S 2300 FROM SIGHTING 251246Z X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 2900 6000 MOVING SW X TWO UNFIXED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X ONE ESTIMATED WESTBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 4330 3000 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED

OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94

[Redacted]
EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING DAKAR TO CAPE PALMAS OF WHICH ONE ABOUT 150
MILES SW OF CAPE PALMAS FROM SIGHTING 210255Z X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTH-
BOUND WITHIN 200 MILES OF 0300S 2500 X ABOUT 13 TO AND FROM FRENCH
PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES
3300 2300 X

WEST OF 26W:
NO FRESH INFORMATION X 1200Z/25 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
CTF 57 SENDS ACTION CTG 57.3, CTU 57.3.1, CHINCOTEAGUE, AIRCOM APAMAMA, MACKINAC; INFO ATCOM ENIWETOK, KWAJALEIN, MAJURO AND CTF 57 SUBCOM. CHINCOTEAGUE PASS TO ATCOM ENIWETOK.

SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION

INDICATIONS JAP SUBMARINES PATROLLING LINES

60 MILES TO NORTH AND TO SOUTH FROM FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

65-66 N 164-40 E
69-66 164-00
68-66 157-00
10-66 165-00
10-66 158-00
11-66 160-00

HAVE SEARCH PLANES WATCH FOR AND ATTACK.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72

Delivered to 20-G.
EAST OF 26W:

TWO PATROLLING DAKAR TO CAPE PALMAS X ONE SOUTHBOUND ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSIT X 0100S 2500 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING TOWARD CAPE AREA WITHIN 200 MILES OF 2100S 1500 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 300 MILES NW OF MADEIRA X ABOUT TWELVE MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/24 X
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW X 2100 6000 X 3200 5600 X MAIN ENEMY CONCENTRATION APPEARS TO HAVE MOVED TO SOUTHWARD AND IS CURRENTLY ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES OF 1900 2500 FROM RECENT DFS AND ATTACKS X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X ONE SOUTHBOUND ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES OF 2100 3500 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 23 FEBRUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:

TWO FREETOWN TO CAPE PALMAS X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 3600 1900 X
ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED PROBABLY MOVING TOWARD CAPE AREA WITHIN 200 MILES
OF 1900S 1700 X ABOUT NINETEEN MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN
BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/23 X
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X 2200 5800 X
3400 5800 X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X
0100 2700 X 2300 3500 X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

REGRADED UNCATEGORIZED

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94
COMING SUB ESTIMATE 22 FEBRUARY.

EAST OF 26N:

TWO FREETOWN AREA X POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW WITHIN 300 MILES NW OF MADEIRA X ABOUT 18 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26N X

WEST OF 26N:

TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X ONE PROBABLY HOMEBOUND AREA 1800 2700 X ONE ENTIRELY UNFIXED MAY BE WESTBOUND WITHIN 300 MILES 3900 5700 X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 3100 X 1400 3000 X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 2300 5600 PROBABLY MOVING SW X RECENT DFS SUGGEST MAIN ENEMY CONCENTRATION HAS MOVED TO THE NW AND CURRENTLY ESTIMATED WITHIN 150 MILES 5300 2800 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X 12002/22 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED X
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DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5–3–72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/44

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE 21 FEBRUARY.

EAST OF 26W:

TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING FREETOWN AREA X POSSIBLY ONE AREA 3600 2000 MOVING SW X ABOUT 1% EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

1200Z/21 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X ONE UNFIXED ESTIMATED WITHIN 300 MILES 1000 5400 PROBABLY MOVING WEST OR SW X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 3000 X 5500 3000 X 5200 2800 X TWO UNLOCATED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X ONE AREA 2400 5200 MOVING SW X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94.
COMMON SUB ESTIMATE FOR 20 FEBRUARY

EAST OF 26°:
Possibly one area 3900 1800 moving SW X one off Freetown by DF 20025 X
Another estimated patrolling Freetown to Takoradi X about thirteen to
and from French ports between Bay of Regoay and 26° X

WEST OF 26°:
No fresh information since yesterday X

DESTROY WHEN RECESS ANY INFORMATION HAS BEEN CHECKED
COMMON SUB ESTIMATE FOR 19 FEBRUARY

EAST OF 26°
TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING BETWEEN FREETOWN AND TAKORADI X ABOUT FOURTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°
ONE AREA 1500 1800 FROM SIGHTING 181536 X ONE AREA 2600 5000 FROM DF 190452X PROBABLY MOVING SW X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 1000S 2500 MOVING SW X ONE VICINITY FLUKE CAP FROM SIGHTING 171916X POSSIBLY MOVING IN TO COAST X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 4000 1800 WESTBOUND X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X 3200 3600 X 1100 3100 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DF X 6000 3000 X 5300 3000 X 4700 2800 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 18 FEBRUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE UNFIXED FREETOWN TO TAKORADI ABOUT 15 TO AND FROM FRENCH
PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
1200Z/18 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE ONE MOVING WEST OR SW WITHIN 75
MILES OF 2600 1700 FROM ATTACK 1507Z AND DF 1805XOZ X NO FRESH
INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 8-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/74

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE 17 FEBRUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED FREETOWN TO CAPE PALMAS X ABOUT 17 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200X/17 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WEST OR SW AREA 2700 4600 FROM DF 1600312 X ONE ESTIMATED GENERAL AREA 4000 4200 MOVING WESTWARD X ONE BETWEEN FLEMISH CAP AND VIRGIN ROCKS FROM DF 1615192 X ONE UNFIXED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 3600 3700 X 1700 3300 X 0900 2800 X NORTHBOUND JAP NOW ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 4000 3800 WITH ALTERNATIVE POSSIBILITY 3300 2800 X NO CHANGE OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/1/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 16 FEBRUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ABOUT TWELVE MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ON PATROLLING FREETOWN TO CAPE PALMAS X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE UNFIXED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/16 X THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 3800 3700 X 1900 3400 X 1200 3000 X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES SW OF FLEMISH CAP X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5700 2800 X 5400 3000 X 4800 3000 X ONE 2800 4000 BY POOR DF 160031Z X NORTHBOUND JAP ESTIMATED SAME AREA X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING WEST OR SW 4100 3900 X CONCENTRATION NOW ESTIMATED NORTH OF 4900N AND EAST OF 2500W FROM RECENT DFS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD LETTER, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/94
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 15 FEBRUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ABOUT 1½ MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X
ONE UNFIXED FREETOWN TO CAPE PALMAS X

WEST OF 26W:
1200Z/15 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X ONE VICINITY FLEMISH CAP FROM ATTACK 114200Z X
ONE OTHER UNFIXED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
GSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE 14 FEBRUARY

EAST OF 26W:

ONE UNLOCATED FREETOWN TO CAPE PALMAS X ABOUT 13 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26 W X

WEST OF 26W:

ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/14 X TWO ESTIMATED ABOUT 300 MILES NW OF FLORES MOVING SOUTH OR SW X THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 2800 4000 X 2300 3600 X 1600 3200 X MAIN ENEMY CONCENTRATION ESTIMATED IN GENERAL AREA 4900 TO 6100W AND 2000 TO 3000W X TWO UNFIXED CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X ONE VICINITY ST PAUL ROCKS FROM ATTACK 121240Z POSSIBLY MOVING SOUTH OR SW X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 3100 X 5500 3000 X 4700 2900 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW AREA 2800 2900 X NORTHBOUND JAP ESTIMATED LATTER AREA OR ALTERNATIVELY ABOUT 600 MILES TO WESTWARD X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
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SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
O.SD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECORONIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
COMEщCH SUB ESTIMATE 13 FEBRUARY.

EAST OF 26W;

TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING FREETOWN TO CAPE PALMAS OF WHICH
ONE ALTERNATIVELY MAY BE SOUTHBOUND VICINITY ST PAUL ROCKS
FROM SIGHTING 121015Z X ABOUT 11 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM
FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W

1200Z/13 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X TWO UNFIXED CANADIAN COASTAL
AREA X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 12 FEBRUARY

EAST OF 26W:
ONE PREVIOUSLY UNLOCATED OFF NORTH CAPE BLANCO NOW CONSIDERED HOMEBOUND FROM
VERY POOR DF 102100Z X TWO ESTIMATED WITHIN 300 MILES OF FREETOWN X
ABOUT ELEVEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE YESTERDAY X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26N:
ONE UNLOCATED WEST OF CASABLANCA X 
ONE 1000 1900 MOVING SOUTHEAST X
ONE PATROLLING BETWEEN FREETOWN AND CAPE PALMAS X 
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTHWEST 2500 2600 X ABOUT TEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26N X

WEST OF 26N:
ONE NORTH OF VIRGIN ROCKS BY SIGHTED 1900 X NO FRESH INFORMATION
OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
COMMON SUB-ESTIMATE FOR 10 FEBRUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26\degree:
One estimated southbound 1200 2000 x about 12 to and from French ports between Bay of Biscay and 26\degree x One estimated moving sw 3000 2600 x One unlocated Freetown to Cape Palmas x One unlocated possibly within 150 miles of North Cape Blanco x

WEST OF 26\degree:
One estimated westbound within 150 miles south to sw of Flemish Cap x One estimated 2500 2600 moving sw x Three patrolling from recent DPs within 150 miles 3000W between 1900 and 6000 x One off St. Johns from attack on Kremscott and DPs 1002L\degree x and 1003L\degree x Three estimated southbound x 5000 3500 x 3600 3700 x 3000 3700 x northbound Jap area 2000 3200 possibly somewhat to westward x No indications of U-boat activity other US areas x

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OED Letter, 6-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE 9 FEBRUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE UNLOCATED OFF NORTH CAPE BLANCO X ABOUT NINE TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTHWEST X 2700 2600 X 3100 2200 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 1500 2000 X ONE UNLOCATED FREETOWN OR TO SOUTHWARD X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/9 X NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE MY 061601 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/2/1944
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 8 FEBRUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 1700 2000 X 2500 2100 X ONE OFF FREETOWN X
ONE UNLOCATED WITHIN 150 MILES NORTH CAPE BLANCO X ONE ESTIMATED AREA
3300 2100 MOVING SW X ONE WITHIN 100 MILES OF LISBON SOUTHBOUND X
ABOUT FOURTEEN MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY
AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ONE WESTBOUND AREA 4500 4000 X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 1800
2900 X 5300 3000 X 6000 3100 X 1200Z/6 ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE X THREE ESTIMATED
SOUTHBOUND 5400 3300 X 4000 3500 FROM POSSIBLE SIGHTING 080115Z X
3500 3730 FROM DF 080725Z X IT IS QUITE POSSIBLE THAT ONE PREVIOUSLY
FIXED OFF FLEMISH CAP MAY MOVE INTO CANADIAN COASTAL AREA X NORTHBOUND
JAP CURRENTLY ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 1500 3300 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-72

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/1/44

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W:

TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 1900 2000 X 2700 2000 X NORTHERN JAP X ESTIMATED
WITHIN 2000 X ONE FREETOWN AREA X ONE ESTIMATED AREA 3500 2000
MOVING SOUTH OR SW X ABOUT 14 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF
BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE HOMEBOUND 4400 2800 FROM POOR DF 070658Z X POSSIBLY ONE WITHIN 200 MILES
NW OF FLORES MOVING SOUTHWARD X ONE SOUTHBOUND AREA 3200 3900 X ENEMY U/BOAT
ESTIMATE 1200Z/7 X FOUR ESTIMATED PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS 6000 3100 X
5400 3000 X 4700 2700 X 4700 4200 X ONE WESTBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES OF 4400
3600 X ONE AREA 5500 3000 PROBABLY MOVING SW X NORTHBOUND JAP ESTIMATED WITHIN
200 MILES OF 1100 3200 X NO INDICATIONS OF U/BOAT ACTIVITY OTHER US AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
EAST OF 26°:

THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREAS X 3100 2200 1900 X
2200 2000 X. ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED MAY BE AREA 1200S 2200
MOVING SE X. ONE UNFIXED ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES WEST OF
CASABLANCA X. ONE PATROLLING OFF FREETOWN OR TO SE X. ABOUT
17 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND
26 W X

WEST OF 26°:

THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 3200 X 5400 3000 X
4800 2600 X. ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200X/6 X. ONE PREVIOUSLY
UNFIXED WITHIN 300 MILES 1400 1400 NOW ESTIMATED PROBABLY
MOVING WEST OR SW AREA 1200 3600 X. NORTHBOUND JAP ESTIMATED
WITHIN 500 MILES NORTH OF ST PAUL ROCKS X. ONE LOCALITY FLEMISH
CAP FROM DF 0601322 X. ONE 1400 3100 PROBABLY HOMEBOUND FROM
DF 060624 Z X. ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SW SAME AREA X. ONE
ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 3400 3800 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 7/1/84

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE 5 FEBRUARY.

EAST OF 26W:  THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND AREAS X 3600 2000 X 3200
                   1900 X 2400 2000 X ONE SOUTHBOUND UNFIXED MAY BE AREA
                   0900S 2400 X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED OFF NORTH CAPE
                   BLANCO X ONE PATROLLING OFF FREE TOWN OR TO SE X
                   NORTHBOUND JAP ESTIMATED WITHIN 300 MILES NORTH OF ST
                   PAUL ROCKS X ABOUT 17 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES
                   BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:  ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/5 X NO FRESH INFORMATION
                   SINCE MY 041620 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
           HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
CSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN  6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/94
EAST OF 26W:

ONE UNLOCATED WITHIN 150 MILES OF NORTHCAPE BLANCO X TWO ESTIMATED
SOUTHBOUND 2900 2000 X 3900 2000 X NORTHBOUND JAP AND SOUTHBOUND
GERMAN INDEFINITELY FIXED WITHIN 200 MILES 0200S 2500 X ONE INDEFINITELY
FIXED WITHIN 200 MILES NORTH OF MADEIRA MOVING SW X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING
SE ABOUT 200 MILES WEST TO NW OF FREETOWN X ABOUT FIFTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH
PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

NO FRESH INFORMATION X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 2 FEBRUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:

THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 2200 1900 X 3200 2000 X 0100 2500 X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTHWEST WITHIN 200 MILES OF 3700 1400 X ONE UNLOCATED OFF NORTH CAPE BLANCO X ABOUT 12 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

NORTHBOUND JAP REPLICATED TO AREA 0500S 2200 FROM SIGHTING 071345Z X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 1 FEBRUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
THREE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 3400 2000 X 3400 1900 X 0400 2530 FROM SIGHTING 310532 X ABOUT 15 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X THREE SOUTHBOUND ESTIMATED WITHIN 100 MILES OF LISBON X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING OFF NORTH CAPE BLANCO X

WEST OF 26W:
THREE INDEFINITELY FIXED WITHIN 100 MILES NORTH TO NW OF FLORES X TWO WITHIN 150 MILES 5200 3000 FROM RECENT DFS X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING VICINITY FLEMISH CAP X ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 3800 3800 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 100 MILES 6000 3300 FROM RECENT DFS X REMAINDER OF U/BS IN NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE EAST OF 2600W X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/1 X ONE NORTHBOUND PROBABLY JAP WITHIN 200 MILES 0600 3600 FROM VERY POOR DF 3121212 X ONE SOUTHBOUND ABOUT 300 MILES NE OF ST PAUL ROCKS FROM SIGHTING 310532 X NO INDICATIONS OF U-BOATS ACTIVITY IN OTHER US AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
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DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/11/74

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 31 JANUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ONE PATROLLING OFF NORTH CAPE BLANCO X THREE SOUTHBOUND ESTIMATED WITHIN 100 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X 3600 1900 X 1600 1900 X 0300 2500 OR ALTERNATIVELY 0100 1800 X SIGHTING 3105322 AT 0735 2522 MAY INDICATE HOMEBOUND U/BOAT OR POSSIBLY SOUTHBOUND U/BOAT TEMPORARILY ON A DIVERGENT COURSE X IN LATTER CASE ONE ESTIMATED THIS DESPATCH 0300 2500 WOULD BE ABOUT 200 MILES TO THE NORTHWARD X ABOUT 15 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/31 JANUARY X NO FRESH INFORMATION X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

Regraded Unclassified

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE 0600 2500 OR ALTERNATIVELY WELL TO EASTWARD X
POSSIBLY ONE NORTHBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 0100S 2400 FROM REPORT 281818Z X
TWO SOUTHBOUND X 3800 1900 X 1700 1800 FROM ATTACK 291910Z XONE 3400 1100 FROM
CONTACT 291437Z X ABOUT 15 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF
BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 3000 X 5300 3100 X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND
WITHIN 100 MILES 4700 3000 X ONE VICINITY FLEMISH CAP FROM PERISCOPE SIGHTING
281145 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED
EAST OF 26W: ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE AREA 0600 2600 OR ALTERNATIVELY WELL TO EASTWARD X POSSIBLY ONE VICINITY MADEIRA FROM CONTACT 271900Z X TWO SOUTHBOUND X 1000 1900 X 2000 2000 X ONE UNLOCATED WITHIN 150 MILES OF CASABLANCA X ABOUT 11 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W: 1200Z/29 ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE X SITUATION REMAINS SUBSTANTIALLY SAME AS MY 281555 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
EAST OF 26W:
ONE PATROLLING OFF CASABLANCA X 2200 2000 X
ABOUT 13 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF HISCAY
AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
THREE OF WHICH TWO HOMEBOUND ESTIMATED IN GENERAL AREA ABOUT 300 MILES
NORTH OF FLORES X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED POSSIBLY WITHIN 300 MILES
NE OF FLEMISH CAP MOVING SW X ONE ESTIMATED MOVING SE WITHIN 100
MILES 1000 2800 OR ALTERNATIVELY ABOUT 600 MILES TO THE EASTWARD
FROM ATTACK ON 24TH OFF DAKAR X ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 3030 1030 FROM
D/F 280516Z X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 2800 X
5200 3100 X 5800 2800 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X 1200Z/28 ENEMY SUB
ESTIMATE X

DESTRUCT AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 27 JANUARY 1944

EAST OF 26N:
ONE SOUTHBOUND 2100 2000 X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING OFF RABAT FROM SIGHTING 261356X POSSIBLY ONE HOMEBOUND FROM SIGHTING BY US TRANSIT AIRCRAFT 251214° EQUATOR 0806W ALTHOUGH AREA APPEARS UNLIKELY ABOUT EIGHTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26N X

WEST OF 26N:
THERE ESTIMATED WITHIN 300 MILES NORTH TO NW OF FLORES X TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 1500 2100 X 1200 2900 OR ALTERNATIVELY ABOUT 600 MILES TO EASTWARD X SEVERAL OTHERS REMAIN UNLOCATED IN GENERAL AREA A NORTH OF 5000N AND WEST OF 3000W OF WHICH ONE MAY BE WESTBOUND WITHIN 150 MILES 5000 1500 X ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 2500 3500 X TWO PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 2800 X 5400 3100 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASIFIED
OSS Letter, 6-5-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26°:

TWO ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND X 2600 2000 X 1500 2900 OR ALTERNATIVELY BETWEEN CAPE VERDE ISLANDS AND DAKAR X ONE PATROLLING OFF CASABLANCA X ABOUT EIGHTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:

SITUATION QUIET SINCE YESTERDAY X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 25 JANUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 2800 2000 X ABOUT 18 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE POSSIBLY TWO ESTIMATED IN AREA BETWEEN CASABLANCA AND GIBRALTAR STRAITS X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE SOUTHBOUND ESTIMATED AREA 1800 2900 OR ALTERNATIVELY 150 MILES WEST OF DAKAR FROM ATTACK 21/1900Z X THREE PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 1700 2800 5300 3100 6000 3200 X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 2300 1400 X ABOUT 250 MILES NW OF FLORES BY DF 250812Z X TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SW WITHIN 150 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X 5300 2800 5000 3200 X TWO ESTIMATED AREA 1400 3300 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTRUCT WHEN NECESSARY

INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
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DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

Regraded Unclassified
COMMUNI SUB ESTIMATE FOR 24 JANUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W
ABOUT 20 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN DAY OF
BISCAY AND 26W X ONE ESTIMATED SOUTHBOUND 2900 2000 X

WEST OF 26W
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/24 X NO FRESH INFORMATION X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

RECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-8-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMING SUB ESTIMATE 22 JANUARY.

EAST OF 26W: ONE SOUTHBOUND X 1300 1900 FROM PDR DF 2204 x 02 X ONE UNLOCATED POSSIBLY PATROLLING COASTAL AREA BETWEEN TANGIER AND MUCADIR X ABOUT 20 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W: ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/22 X NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE MY 211950 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMANCHE SUB ESTIMATE FOR 21 JANUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:

TWO MOVING SOUTH OR SW ESTIMATED WITHIN 100 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS X
3100 2200 X 2800 2600 X ABOUT 16 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY
OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE UNLOCATED POSSIBLY WITHIN 150 MILES OF NORTH
CAPE BLANCO X

WEST OF 26W:

THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 100 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS FROM
RECENT DFS X 6000 3100 X 5400 3000 X 4800 2900 X UP TO FOUR ESTIMATED
WITHIN 300 MILES NORTH TO NW OF FLORES FROM RECENT DFS X ONE NOT RE-
CENTLY LOCATED MAY BE PATROLLING WITHIN 150 MILES 5300 3500 X ALL
OTHER U-BOATS NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE EAST OF 2600W X ONE ESTIMATED
MOVING SOUTH OR SW WITHIN 100 MILES 2800 2600 X ONE HOMEBOUND AREA
2000 5000 X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 12000/21 X REMAINDER OF US STRATEGIC
AREA CONTINUES QUIET WITH NO INDICATIONS OF U-BOAT ACTIVITY X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 8-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 20 JANUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTH OR SW X 3200 2100 X 2900 2700 X ABOUT 15 TO
AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE UNLOCATED
WITHIN 150 MILES OF NORTH CAPE BLANCO X

WEST OF 26W:
THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS WITHIN 100 MILES OF FOLLOWING
POSTS X 6000 3100 X 2000 3200 X 1900 2900 X POSSIBLY ONE MOVING SW AREA
2900 2700 X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 12002/20 X ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 1930 5200
FROM DP 200529Z X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

45-1(1)
COMMENC SUB ESTIMATE FOR 19 JANUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
TWO ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTHWEST X 3500 2000 X 3100 2500 X ABOUT 11 TO
AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE NOT RECENTLY
LOCATED WITHIN 200 MILES SOUTHWEST OF CAPE ST VINCENT POSSIBLY MOVING SOUTH
OR SOUTHEAST X

WEST OF 26W:
NO CHANGE SINCE MY 181611 X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/19 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 17 JANUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
TWO WITHIN 100 MILES OF 3800 1600 MOVING SOUTH OR SOUTHWEST X ABOUT 13 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 250 MILES NORTHWEST OF MADEIRA MOVING SOUTHWEST X

WEST OF 26W:
POSSIBLY ONE WESTBOUND AREA 5200 3000 FROM POOR DF 161010Z X TWO ESTIMATED PATROLLING FROM RECENT DFS X 6100 3300 X 5300 3300 FROM TORPEDOING 162250Z X ONE MOVING WEST OR SOUTHWEST 4500 3000 FROM CONTACT 161120Z X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/17 X OTHER AREAS QUIET X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
FROM AMCONSUL GOTEBOB. ALUSNA STOCKHOLM TRANSB\S
C-3
LOADED WITH 300 TONS BOMBS AND GRENADES FROM NORTH NOR
RAY GERMAN SHIP TRITON LEFT KRISTIANSAND 11 JAN. SOUTH
BOUND. 3 GERMAN DESTROYERS AND 2 SUBS AT HARV|KEN
FORMER AT SEA DURING DAY TIME. 15 DEC. TIRPITZ IN KAA
FJORD DECK PLATES AND 1 TURRET DAMAGED. 4 TUGS ENROUTE
FROM TROMSO. ARMED SHIP MAGDEBURG STANDING BY. OTHER
SOURCES REPORT TIRPITZ LIGHTENED AND APPEARS RIDING 2
METERS HIGHER NORMAL WITH LIST TO PORT. 7 METER HOLE
STARCARD WATER LINE.

16...ACT
COMMISH...20G...CNO...NAVAIDE...20P....

DECLASSE\TIZED
JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAV REGS.)

161124 45101

DECLASSE\TIZED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94.
COMMNH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 16 JANUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W
ABOUT 10 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X
ONE MOVING SW 3600 1800 X

WEST OF 26W
ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/16 X NO INDICATIONS OF CHANGE SINCE MY
141537 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-5-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94

Regraded Unclassified
EAST OF 26W: TWO NOT RECENTLY LOCATED MAY BE WITHIN 150 MILES OF 3700
1800 MOVING SW X ABOUT 12 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH
BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W: ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/15 X SITUATION UNCHANGED
SINCE MY 141537 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
NAVAL MESSAGE

DECLASSIFIED

From: FOC GIBRALTAR
Released by:
Date: 14 JANUARY 1944
Tor Code Room: 146642
Decoded by: HANSEN/MAYER
Paraphrased by: MONROE

Routed by: UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED THIS DISPATCH WILL BE TRANSMITTED WITH DEFERRED PRECEDENCE UNLESS AS ADMINISTRATIVE.

Admiralty
Ginawa
Ginco Plymouth
Aocinoccc
Cinclant
Comich

Precedence 1

FARR CIRCUIT

Addressed to Hms Fury Ginawa.

Encountered 9 sm on course 21-17 at 44-44. Left 2 destroyers on contact.

Pass to all concerned. Ends.

SCR has passed to Cinclant.

1 Copy to 25-G

DECLASSIFIED

JCR MEMO 47-73
By RT, Date: JUN 6 1974

Make original only: Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (t) NAVREGS.)

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date: 4/12/94.
2000 POSITION 23-02 N 74-36 W.

NO FURTHER CONTACT AFTER 2841Q WEDNESDAY.
EAST OF 26W:
ABOUT THREE ESTIMATED MOVING SOUTHWEST WITHIN 150 MILES OF 3300 1500 FROM POOR DF 110207Z X ABOUT SEVENTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 100 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSTS FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 3100 X 5400 3200 X 1600 3000 X ONE PROBABLY MOVING SOUTHWEST 1400 3400 FROM CONTACTS 140130Z AND 140651Z X NO FRESH INFORMATION OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM: PC 1181

RELEASED BY: 14 JAN 44

TO: 8410/14

FROM: MILLER

PARAPHRASED BY: RILEY

ROUTED BY: SCRUGGS

ADDRESS: USS NIGHT

ADDRESS: NOB GUANTANAMO
ADDRESS: COMCARIBSEAFRON
ADDRESS: COM TEN
ADDRESS: COMINCH

INFORMATION: COMPLETELY SEARCHED AREA WITHOUT CONTACT SINCE 1841Q 12TH. CONTINUING SEARCH AWAITING INSTRUCTIONS

ON OUTGOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT

131819 NCR 4634

DECLASSIFIED
JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver in Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)

131819 450 (1)
COMINGH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 13 JANUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:

ABOUT 15 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE MY 1216[0] X ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/13 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSS Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM
NOB TRINIDAD

RELEASED BY

DATE
13 JAN 44

TOR CODE ROOM
130011

DECODED BY
MOORHEAD

PARAPHRASED BY
DRUMMOND

ROUTED BY
ROLL

DATE AND TIME
COMINCH

INFORMATION
COMCARIBSEAFRON
CAFAC
COM 4TH FLT

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED THIS DISPATCH WILL BE TRANSMITTED WITH DEFERRED PRECEDENCE AND AS ADMINISTRATIVE.

122234   NCR 3876

N OB TRINIDAD SENDS TO COMINCH FOR ACTION COMCARIBSEAFRON CAFAC AND COM 4TH FLT FOR INFO.

SECONAV ATKINSON REPORTS 8 MEN ABOARD PLANE MY 121832 SIGHTED LONG WHITE WAKE WITH SWIRL AT WESTWARD END ASTERN FROM 6 MILES ALTITUDE 2000 10 MILES ASGNFM WESTBOUND CONVOY. NEGATIVE REPORTS FROM COVERING PLANES IN AREA AT TIME. CEILING AND VISIBILITY UNLIMITED SEA ROUGH. BINOCULARS NOT USED. EVALUATION DOUBTFUL.

COMINCH ACT

20G. NAVAIDE

DECLASSIFIED
OED Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (3) NAVREGS.)

122234  450011

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
FROM COMINCH. ACTION TO ADMIRALTY FOR OIC.

(D) NATS PLANE SIGHTED MAKE COURSE $00 19-23W
74-$0W 12135$Z. ARMY B-24 SIGHTED MAKE 10-55W
61W 1215$Z.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

16...FX37...200P...20G...23...CNO...BADO...

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 12 JANUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ABOUT 16 MOVING TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/12 X FOUR ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 4600 3500 X 3900
4600 X 3600 L100X 2900 5300 X THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 100 MILES OF
FOLLOWING POSITS FROM RECENT DFS X 5900 3000 X 5100 3100 X 4700 3100 X REMAINDER
OF U/BOATS IN NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE EAST OF 2600W BETWEEN 5100 AND 6100N X
ONE UNLOCATED IN CARIBBEAN PROBABLY HOMEBOUND X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72

JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

Regraded Unclassified
COMMODORE ESTIMATE 11 JANUARY.

EAST OF 26°:  ABOUT 12 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:  ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED POSSIBLY PATROLLING NORTH OF PUERTO RICO NOW CONSIDERED HOMEBOUND AREA 2700-5500 BY POOR DP 110909Z X
THREE ESTIMATED PATROLLING FROM RECENT DPF X 5900-3000 X
2400 3100 X 1800-2900 X ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 4600-3800 FROM POOR DP 102050Z X OTHER AREAS QUIET X ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/11 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

450 (U)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>COMCARIBSEAFRON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELEASED BY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>11 JAN 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOR CODE</td>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECODED BY</td>
<td>HOFNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAPHRASED BY</td>
<td>TELSHOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTED BY</td>
<td>WILLIAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESSES</td>
<td>COMINCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOB ST THOMAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOB TRINIDAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOB GTMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAFAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECEDENCE</td>
<td>OP OP OP OP OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIORITY</td>
<td>OP OP OP OP OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTINE</td>
<td>OP OP OP OP OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFERRED</td>
<td>OP OP OP OP OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF OPERATIONAL CHECK BELOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**111311**  **NCR 2979**

**ORIGINATOR FILL IN DATE AND TIME:**

**ON OUTGOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT**

(COMCARIBSEAFRON SENDS ACTION COMINCH INFO NOB ST. THOMAS NOB TRINIDAD NOB GTMO CAFAC)

**ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 1112@OZ. POSSIBLE 1 CENTRAL CARIBBEAN AREA HOMEBOUND.**

**COMINCH...ACT**

**DECLASSIFIED**

**OSD Letter, 5-3-72**

**JUN 6 1974**

**DECLASSIFIED**

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM  ALUSHIA CHUNGKING
RELEASD BY
DATE  11 JAN 1944
TOR CODEROOM  11/121
DECODED BY  ESPY
PARAPHRASED BY  BRUCE
ROUTED BY  REEGAN

( ALUSHIA CHUNGKING SENDS TO CHO CO USO ESPAC FOR CTF 71 AND CINCPAC )

TAKAOR PETAKAO AT 1100 11 JAN RATED A1.
32 AK'S AVERAGE WELL OVER 316 FELT MAJORITY ANCHORED
CENTER HNDEEP 7 LARGE AK'S MAIN DOCK PLUS 3 DD'S
DOCKED SOUTHWEST.

16.... ACTION
CONI CH...20C...CHO...NAVAILE...210P......

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-72
JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)
OPNAV-NCR-13

REGRADED Unclassified

E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE 10 JANUARY

EAST OF 26° W:

ABOUT 16 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° W.

WEST OF 26° W:

ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/10 X ONE PREVIOUSLY PATROLLING FLEMISH CAP AREA IS PROBABLY HOMEBOUND X ONE POSSIBLY HOMEBOUND CENTRAL CARIBBEAN X THREE PATROLLING WITHIN 100 MILES OF FOLLOWING POSITS BY RECENT DFS X 6000 3300 X 5100 3200 X 4700 3000 X ONE POSSIBLY PATROLLING WITHIN 400 MILES NORTH OF PUERTO RICO OR ALTERNATIVELY HOMEBOUND X TWO ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND X 3300 4300 X 3800 5100 X GENERAL SITUATION WESTERN ATLANTIC OBSCURE WITH NO FRESH INFORMATION X REMAINDER OF U/BOATS IN NORTH ATLANTIC APPEAR TO BE EAST OF 26° W.

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED

OSD Letter, 6-3-72

JUN 6 1974
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE 9 JANUARY.

EAST OF 26W: ONN ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES OF 31°00 2000 X
ABOUT 16 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF
OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26W: NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE MY 061620 X ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE
1200Z/9 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
FROM CINCMED.

*PART 2 FINAL MY 02284.

D.S. SLAZAK PROCEEDED TO SECOND POSITION AND SIGHTED U-BOAT WHICH DIVED AT 0547. 8TH IN POSITION 36-28 NORTH 42-53 WEST.  D.S. SLAZAK LATER JOINED BY HMS BRILLIANT AND HMS BLENCAITHRA. BOTH HUNTS CONTINUE.

COPY TO 29-G.

DECLASSIFIED

JUN 6 1974

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)
COMING SUB ESTIMATE FOR 8 JANUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 3200 2100 X ABOUT 16 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
NO CHANGE INDICATED SINCE MY 061620 X ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/8 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMMUNIC SUB ESTIMATE FOR 7 JANUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26W:
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 3000 2100 X ABOUT 19 TO AND FROM FRENCH
PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
NO FRESH INFORMATION SINCE MY 061620 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 6 JANUARY 1944.

EAST OF 26°
ABOUT 20 TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X.
ONE ESTIMATED NORTHBOUND 2700 2100 X

WEST OF 26°
ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED EITHER PATROLLING GENERAL AREA NORTH OF PUERTO RICO OR HOMEBOUND X ONE ESTIMATED PATROLLING WITHIN 200 MILES OF PLEMIN CH CAP X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 300 MILES 3100 4400 X ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 3700 6100 X ONE WHICH HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN PATROLLING OFF PANAMA MAY NOW BE HOMEBOUND X THREE PATROLLING IN FOLLOWING POSITS FROM RECENT DFS X 6000 3200 X 5300 3200 X 4800 3100 X ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/6 X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
COMMON SUB-ESTIMATE FOR 5 JANUARY

EAST OF 26N:

FISH ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND AREA 2500 2300 X ABOUT EIGHTH TO AND FROM FISHING
POSTS BETWEEN BAR OF BIDAY AND 26N X

WEST OF 26N:

THREE PATROLLING FOLLOWING A FAS FROM RECENT DPF X 6000 3200 X 4000 3200 X
4700 3200 X NO INDICATIONS OF CHANGE OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORM ATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

1850 \(1\)

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 6-3-74
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/74
EAST OF 26°:
ONE ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND 2300 2100 X ABOUT MIDTREN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS
BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26° X

WEST OF 26°:
THREE PATROLLING WITHIN 150 MILES FOLLOWING POSITS X 6100 3200 FROM DF 041021Z X
5400 3100 FROM DF 040912Z X 4800 3400 FROM DF 040909Z X NO FRESH INFORMATION
OTHER AREAS X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

Regarded Unclassified

DECLASSIFIED
ORD Letter, 5-3-74
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 3 JANUARY

EAST OF 26W:

ONE ESTIMATED NORTHBOUND WITHIN 200 MILES 2000 2100 X ABOUT EIGHTEEN TO AND FROM FRENCH PORTS BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:

ONE HOMEBOUND 3500 6700 BY ATTACK 030700Z X ONE 4600 4600 BY POOR DF 030238Z X
ONE HOMEBOUND AREA 2600 4700 X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED MAY STILL BE NORTH OF PANAMA X THREE FROM RECENT DFS IN FOLLOWING AREAS X 5900 3100 X 5600 3200 X 4800 3100 X ONE WITHIN 200 MILES 2300 6700 MAY BE HOMEBOUND OR PATROLLING X

DESTROY WHEN NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED

Regraded Unclassified
FROM COMCARIB SEAFRON

RELEASED BY

DATE 3 JAN 1944

TOR CODE ROOM 31554

DECODED BY BROWN/YOUNG

PARAPHRASED BY YOUNG

ROUTED BY ROLL

ORIGINATOR FILL IN DATE AND TIME

ON ORIGINATING DISPATCH PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT

FROM COMCARIB SEAFRON ACTION TO COMINCH

ENEMY U-BOAT ESTIMATE 031200Z. 1 HOMEBOUND AREA OF 24-00 N 66-00 W.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-5-72
JUN 6 1974

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
FROM COMCARIBSEAFRON ACTION TO COMINCH:

ENEMY SUBMARINE ESTIMATE §21255Z.
1 WITHIN 14 MILES OF 22-30N SG08-30 W BY D/F §21413Z.

COMINCH...ACT

20G...
COMINCH SUB ESTIMATE FOR 2 JANUARY 1944

EAST OF 26W:
ONE HOMEBOUND ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES NE TO EAST OF CAPE VERDE ISLANDS X ABOUT 21 EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND 26W X

WEST OF 26W:
ENEMY SUB ESTIMATE 1200Z/02 X ONE UNFIXED MAY STILL BE PATROLLING OFF PANAMA X ONE NOT RECENTLY FIXED GENERAL AREA FLEMISH CAP X ONE PREVIOUSLY ESTIMATED POSSIBLY FLORIDA STRAITS NOW 2300 6800 HOMEBOUND FROM DF 021022X X ONE NOT RECENTLY LOCATED ESTIMATED HOMEBOUND NW OF HERMUDA X ONE ESTIMATED WITHIN 200 MILES 2400 4800 MOVING NE X THREE FROM RECENT DFS IN FOLLOWING POSITS X 5900 3000 X 5500 3200 X 4900 2900 X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 5-3-74
JUN 6 1974
EAST OF 26°W: ONE HOMEBOUND BETWEEN DAKAR AND CAPE VERDE ISLANDS X ABOUT 20
EN ROUTE TO AND FROM FRENCH BASES BETWEEN BAY OF BISCAY AND
26°W X

WEST OF 26°W: ENEMY U/BOAT ESTIMATE 1200Z/1 X NO FRESH INFORMATION X

DESTROY AFTER NECESSARY INFORMATION
HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94

REGRADED UNCATEGORIZED